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A B S T R A C T
Among all the different fields of the Nuclear and Particle Physics, the research
on neutrino-related topics is recently gaining more and more attention. The
precise assessment of the neutrino mass is of extraordinary importance in the-
ory elaboration. The same experiments that measure the neutrino mass are
also focusing their efforts in detecting a Neutrinoless double β-decay (0νββ), a
rare event in which two neutrinos annihilate each other. If observed, the conse-
quences would deeply affect various branches of the current Modern Physics,
from Nuclear Physics to Cosmology; for instance, it would prove the Majorana
nature of the neutrino (i.e. to be its own antiparticle), deny the conservation
of the lepton number, shed light on the abundance of the baryonic matter over
the antimatter in the universe. As one can easily imagine, the potential of this
discovery is enormous, yet there are several important issues to face. Two of
them are the considerably long half-lifetime of the process (more than 1024
years) and the uncertainty in the Nuclear Matrix Element evaluation, due to
the lack of experimental data. The latter was the reason for which the NU-
MEN experiment was conceived. The goal of the NUclear Matrix Elements for
Neutrinoless double β-decay (NUMEN) Project is to measure the cross-section
of Double Charge-Exchange (DCE) reactions, whose initial and final states are
analogous to the ones involved in 0νββ decays. However, this is not an easy
task: a DCE event is more probable than a 0νββ decay, but it is itself quite rare
with respect to competing processes; moreover, a considerable amount of data
needs to be collected to have a good statistics. For these reasons, NUMEN will
use intense ion beams of tens of µA, which will react with targets made of spe-
cial isotopes of different materials. Such targets will be shaped as thin foils to
preserve the resolution in the energy measurements. But from the combination
of these two factors, a new problem arises: due to the energy deposited by the
beam in the targets, the latter undergoes a strong thermal stress, eventually
being irredeemably damaged.
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to provide a possible solution to
such problem, producing thin targets resistant to intense ion beams. In order
to mitigate the excessive temperature rise, in addition to a cryogenic cooler,
the targets can be deposited on a high-thermally conductive substrate, whose
contribution had, however, to be evaluated. For this purpose a code written
in MatLab language has been developed; the code is able to track the temper-
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ature evolution in nanoseconds steps, up to the steady state regime for the
target/substrate system. Also the software COMSOL has been used, in order
to analyze the contribution of the sample holder, taking advantage of the 3D
model analysis. Both of the programs proved the solution to be suitable.
Pyrolytic graphite has been chosen as substrate, for its outstanding thermal
and mechanical properties. The films, deposited by Electron Beam Deposi-
tion, must meet demanding requirements about homogeneity, both in density
and thickness. Hence, the produced targets were thoroughly analyzed with a
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope, until satisfactory results were
achieved.
Finally, using a LASER and ion beams as heat sources, the targets thermal be-
havior has been tested. The LASER test was aimed at studying the dissipation
capability of the target/graphite system alone; the ion beam test, performed at
UNAM, involved a cooling system in a vacuum chamber and aimed at study-
ing the target/graphite/sample holder system. For both of the tests, results
were in good agreement with expected data.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The scientific research aimed to unveil the basic structure of the universe led
to the idea that everything is composed by unsplittable, fundamental entities
called Elementary Particles. Those particles and their mutual interactions are
described by the Standard Model, a quantum field theory which is able to suc-
cessfully predict and describe all the known elementary particles and three
of the four fundamental forces existing in nature. The basis of the Standard
Model were laid in the ’70s and since then it proved to be a robust theory
multiple times, the last of which with the discovery of the Higgs Boson [1]. De-
pending on whether their spin is integer or half-integer, the particles described
in the Model are grouped in Bosons and Fermions. The vectors of strong, elec-
tromagnetic, and weak force (namely gluons, photons, W and Z) and the Higgs
Boson belong to the former group, while the actual constituents of matter and
anti-matter, quarks and leptons, to the latter. Quarks and leptons are classified
into three generations, shown in figure 1; the first generation particles, namely
up and down quarks, electron and electron neutrino, compose the major part
of the known matter in the universe. Quarks and leptons belonging to higher
generations are unstable and eventually decay into the first generation parti-
cles.
Despite the unquestionable successes achieved in more than 40 years, the
Standard Model has some great intrinsic limitations. As already mentioned,
gravity is not accounted in the model because a gravity quantum field theory
is still missing. Gravity is accurately described by General Relativity, which
is a suitable instrument for large objects but not so easy to couple with the
microscopic world of quantum mechanics. Only special relativity fits into the
Standard Model, nevertheless the model holds because the effect of gravity at
such small scale is negligible. Dark matter and dark energy are also not part
of the picture, despite accounting for 95% of the entire universe.
Some issues arise even within the boundaries of the SM, e.g. regarding one of
its most elusive particle, namely the neutrino. In the SM all of the three flavors
(electron, muon, and tau) are supposed to be massless, yet in 1998 atmospheric
neutrinos oscillations were detected [2], proving that neutrinos have mass, as
supposed by Pontecorvo [3, 4]. Such groundbreaking discovery, awarded with
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Figure 1: The three generations of quarks and leptons.
two Nobel Prizes, was of fundamental importance in deepen our knowledge
about neutrinos, but also pointed out another great limit of the SM. Nowadays,
several laboratories around the world are working on determining whether
the neutrino is a Majorana particle, that is proving if the neutrino is its own
antiparticle. The efforts and the resources necessary for these experiments are
enourmous, as much as the complexity of the task. A complexity which was
always present, since when Dirac theorized the existence of the particle.
1.1 the birth of nuclear physics
In the late XIXth century most part of the periodic table was known, although
scientists had very little knowledge of the actual constituents of the atoms.
Thanks to studies on ioninzed gases (in 1886, by Goldstein) and the discov-
ery of the electron (in 1897, by Thomson), they knew that atoms had posi-
tive and negative parts. On such basis, Thomson proposed an atomic model
in which the electrons were embedded in a positively charged matrix, the so
called “plum pudding model“.
But it was thank to the work of Henri Becquerel that a major breakthrough
was achieved. In 1896, he discovered that some elements spontaneusly decay
into others: he discovered radioactivity. Conventionally, that year is set to be
the begin of nuclear physics. Soon α, β and γ decays were discerned, due to
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Figure 2: Energy spectrum expected by Hahn and Meitner for the β-decay of the
Radium E, historical name of the 210Bi.
their different behaviour in the presence of a magnetic or electric field. Initially
they were though of as brand new particles and the alphabetical classification
was given based on the penetration depth achieved by each one of them. The
α-decay in particular was fundamental in the discovery of the atomic nucleus
in 1911: it allowed Rutherford to perform the famous experiment in which he
bombarded a thin gold foil with α particles. Later on it became clear that the α
particle was nothing more that a 4He nucleus, the β one was indeed an electron
and the γ ray was just a very energetic photon coming from the relaxation of
an excited nucleus.
The theory for the α-decay was developed in 1928 by Gamow, which used the
principles of quantum mechanics to explain that the alpha particle, trapped in
the potential well of the nucleus, could escape thank to the tunnel effect. It was
also observed that an α particle produced in the decay of a certain nucleus has
always the same energy; the process involves only the decayed nucleus and
the particle, and since the momentum must be conserved, for a given reaction
the kinetic energy of the products is fixed. Such energy is always equal to the
mass difference between the initial and final state.
Hahn and Meitner expected a similar behaviour for the β-decay, believeing that
measurements of β particles energies would give a spectrum analogous to an
α-decay one.
Experiments proved them wrong: the energy of the emitted electrons was
not centered around a sharp peak, instead several peaks were detected. Ini-
tially, the spiked spectrum was attributed to the presence of different elements
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Figure 3: energy spectrum of the 210Bi decay, historically known as Radium E, ac-
quired by Neary.
in the emitter, sticking to the idea that a homogeneus substance would emit
a β particle of defined energy [5]. In the following years more precise instru-
ments were developed, showing that the energy spectrum of a β-decay is in
fact continuous, as showed in figure 3 [6]. The energy difference between the
initial and final states (reported in figure 2 for the 210Bi decay) only gives the
maximum energy achievable by the electron. Such energy is maximized if both
the initial and final nuclei are in the ground state, and decreases if the daughter
nucleus is in some excited state. However, the spectrum would only be shifted
toward lower energies, but the shape would remain unaffected.
This unexpected outcome puzzled physicists for three decades and even
led some of them to question the validity of the law of conservation of energy.
More subtle but equally important is the apparent violation of the conservation
of angular momentum. The nuclear spin is related to the mass number A of the
nucleus: it’s integer if A is even, half-integer if A is odd. Since A is unchanged
in a β-decay, the spin variation must be integer; but the emitted electron only
carries an half-integer spin. Either the conservation laws are wrong, or some-
thing crucial is missing in the picture.
The turning point arrived in 1930, when Pauli proposed the existence of a neu-
tron, a neutral particle with small or zero mass, hosted inside the nucleus and
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expelled along the electron in the decay. The involvement of a third particle
provided an intuitive solution to both of the conservation problems.
The concept of neutron was not entirely new; physicists knew that the nucleus
contained some sort of electrically neutral particle, since the masses of protons
and electrons alone didn’t suffice to reach the mass of a nucleus. The gap was
filled in 1931 by Chadwick, who discovered that nuclei contained a neutral par-
ticle massive nearly as much as a proton: he called it neutron, like Pauli did for
the β-decay particle. Edoardo Amaldi, a friend of Enrico Fermi and member
of his research group, jokingly renamed the latter neutrino because of its small
(or maybe null) mass. Such name, meaning “little neutral one“ in Italian, was
thereafter kept.
It took almost 40 years and a vast number of discoveries and theories to
arrive at the concept of neutrino. However, such particle was not predicted
or expected to exists, but rather suggested by the great discrepancy between
expectation and results in β-decay experiments. The actual mechanism of the
decay was still largely unknown and many questions remained unanswered.
No one was certain whether the neutrino and the electron were already in the
nucleus before the decay, or, if not, from where did they come from.
1.2 fermi theory of β-decay
The italian contribution to the newborn field came from a proficient group of
young scientists, whose leader was Enrico Fermi; the group was specialized
in nuclear and molecular spectroscopy, but it was also involved in artificial
radioactivity. Fermi curated the theoretical aspects of the research, while si-
multaneously authoring several important works by himself, one of which was
his groundbreaking “Tentativo di una teoria dei raggi β“ (Tentative for a β-rays
theory), published in 1933 [7]. Initially refused by the famous journal Nature
for being too far fetched, hence for decades available only in italian and ger-
man, the paper was instead pioneering.
The work is based on three fundamental hypothesis. In the first, Fermi vigor-
ously rejected the speculations about the existence of nuclear electrons, suppos-
edly contained inside the nucleus and emitted in the decay. In fact, according
to basic principles of quantum mechanics, no orbit could possibly exist so close
to the nucleus. Fermi hypothesized that the electron and the neutrino seen in
a β-decay were indeed created in the process, as much as a photon is created
when an electron goes in a lower atomic orbital. Hence, the total number of
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electrons and neutrinos is not strictly constant.
In the second, according to an idea of Heisenberg, the proton and the neutron
are seen as different states of the same particle having value 1/2 of a new quan-
tum number called isospin. This variable is dicotomic and proton differ from
neutron by the value of the third component, respectively 1/2 and -1/2.
The last hypothesis concerns the choice of a suitable hamiltonian for heavy and
light particles alike, so that when a neutron decays into a proton, an electron
and a neutrino are created, thus conserving the total charge. The opposite tran-
sition from a proton to a neutron must be valid as well.
The core of the Fermi’s theory is his famous Golden Rule, which states that the
transition probability density λ between two states depends on the density of
final states:
λ =
8pi3g2F
h¯4c3
|Vf i|2ψ¯sψs(W − Hs)2 (1)
being gF the interaction coupling constant, Vf i the nuclear matrix element, Hs
the total energy of the electron and W the energy difference between the neu-
tron and the proton. Such energy difference must be greater or at least equal
to the sum of the masses of the electron and the neutrino:
W ≥ (m + µ)c2
Fermi found that the spectrum of a β-decay could be reproduced quite ac-
curately if the neutrino had no mass, or at most a very small one. The precise
value of the matrix elements were not known at Fermi’s time, as well as the
actual mechanism of the decay.
However, Fermi was able to perform some numerical evaluation of the for-
mulae he calculated (see figure 4), showing that the shape of the most well-
known β emitters spectra (in figure 5 are reported those collected by Sargent
[8]) could be reproduced quite accurately. The discrepancy between theory
and experiment can be addressed to fluctuations in the matrix element value,
to unaccounted Coulomb interactions, and to experimental errors.
For his calculations, Fermi used a matrix element value which did not affect
the shape of the spectrum, the so-called allowed approximation. In this picture
the potential of the decay is approximated as a δ-function centered around the
decay point. Then, the values of the matrix elements are non vanishing only if
the initial and final nuclear wavefunctions have the same parity. The electron
and the neutrino are assumed to be non-interacting right after the decay; their
1.2 fermi theory of β-decay 7
Figure 4: spectra evaluated by Fermi for different maximum energies of the β particle.
Figure 5: experimental curves of the 8 most used elements for β-decay studies, col-
lected by Sargent.
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wavefunction can be therefore represented as a plane wave. Taking into ac-
count that both the neutrino and electron wavenumbers are very small, Fermi
considered only the first term of the series expansion, which is the constant gF
of equation 1.
Fermi’s theory was extended by Gamow and Teller to take into account the elec-
tromagnetic interaction between the leptons and the nucleus. A term including
the total spin momentum of the leptons was added to the Fermi’s local poten-
tial. This term is proportional to σ · sL, being sL the total spin momentum of
the leptons and σ the spin operator of the nucleus. Due to its axial properties,
the term sL has parity (+); therefore, the initial and final states must have the
same parity to have a non vanishing matrix element. Hence, the parity does
not change in both of the model. The parity is related to the orbital angular
momentum ` through the relation (−1)`, and since in these models the parity
does not change, the variation of ` must be zero. This means that, according to
angular momentum conservation law, a change in the total spin of the nucleus
∆I can only be addressed to the orientation of the spins of the leptons, namely
sν and se. If they are antiparallel, then:
S = sν + se = 0; ∆I = 0
The potential term added by Gamow and Teller, σ · s`, vanishes, and the
model return to be the one used by Fermi. This kind of event is in fact known
as Fermi decay. If, conversely, the spins are parallel:
S = sν + se = ±1; ∆I = ±1
The term added by Gamow and Teller does not vanish and the total spin of
the nucleus changes accordingly; this event is known as Gamow-Teller decay.
A change of the total spin of the nucleus equal to ∆I = 0, 1 associated with
a conservation of parity define the selection rule for allowed decays, which
reads:
∆I = 0, 1; ∆pi = no
Being pi the parity.
Fermi results were in good agreement for nuclei which decay through allowed
transitions, but forbidden decays could not be correctly predicted. The latter
are not stricktly forbidden, but the transition probability decreases as the grade
of forbidness increases. When the orbital angular momentum is not zero, both
parity and total angular momentum change accordingly, and the complexity
of Vf i increases. Each value of the matrix must be measured experimentally
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to correctly reproduce the spectrum, which can be quite difficult for highly
forbidden decays; in fact, each degree of forbidness decreases the transition
probability by a factor ∝ 10−4 [9].
The first experimental confirmation of the theory arrived in 1956, roughly 20
years after Fermi’s paper, when Cowan detected the neutrino [10]; the dis-
covery confirmed Pauli hypothesis of the third light particle involved in the
β-decay. During the same period physicists began to theorize how the decay
actually occurred, an effort which culminated, in 1968, with the electroweak
theory [11]. The theory identifies the responsibles of the interaction between
hadrons and leptons in the W+, W− and Z0 bosons, the vectors of the weak
force. For their discovery it was necessary to build particle accelerators able to
reach the necessary high energies, a task which took more than a decade to be
fullfilled. In 1976 the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) was built at CERN and
thanks to it, in 1983, Rubbia and Van der Meer found the vectors of the weak
force [12].
1.3 the double β-decay
Schematically, β− and β+ decays of a nucleus with A nucleons and Z protons
can be represented respectively by formulae 2a and 2b:
A
ZX→ AZ+1Y+ e− + ν¯e (2a)
A
ZX→ AZ−1Y+ e+ + νe (2b)
while the weak process itself can be represented with a Feynman diagram
(fig. 6), in which the conversion of a down quark in an up quark through the
emission of a W− boson is explicitly shown.
As already said, the parent nucleus cannot decay β if its isobars with
Z = Zparent ± 1 have a lower binding energy; however, the energy difference
with the isobars with Z = Zparent ± 2 may be sufficient to make the parent
nucleus β-decay twice, event which is called double β-decay (2νββ). Such con-
dition is more likely to occur in even-even nuclei, where a single β-decay is
strictly forbidden or strongly suppressed. In an ordinary double β-decay , two
β particles and the two corresponding neutrinos/anti-neutrinos are emitted
(formulae 3a and 3b).
A
ZX→ AZ+2Y+ 2e− + 2ν¯e (3a)
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Figure 6: Feynman diagram of a β− decay of a neutron.
A
ZX→ AZ−2Y+ 2e+ + 2νe (3b)
The corresponding Feynman diagram for a β−β− decay event is the one
reported in figure 7.
A 2νββ process satisfies all of the conservation laws of the Standard Model.
It can be seen as two single β-decays occurring simulaneously and the energy
spectrum is in fact similar. Although the half-life of a 2νββ decay is rather long
and can exceed 1020 years, such decays have been observed several times, the
first of which in 1987, using 82Se as isotope [13].
However, if neutrino were not a Dirac particle, but instead a Majorana one,
there would be another way for the decay to occur. Majorana made the hypoth-
esis of the double nature particle-antiparticle of the neutrino, i.e. the neutrino
is antiparticle of itself. Let’s first observe that:
a) a beta decay occurs as in equation 2a or 2b;
b) a beta emission can occur after absorption of a neutrino in a nucleus, as in
equation 4b;
Under this assumption, the neutrino of equation 4b could be the antineu-
trino of the decay reported in equation 4a. This mechanism was thought by
Racah [14], who schematized the process as occuring in two steps:
(Z, A)→ (Z + 1, A) + e− + ν¯e (4a)
(Z + 1, A) + νe → (Z + 2, A) + e− (4b)
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Figure 7: Feynman diagram of a double β− decay, in which 2 electrons and 2 neutrinos
are generated.
Formula 4a describes the beta decay of a neutron, while equation 4b de-
scribes the absorption of the emitted antineutrino (now operating as neutrino
in the Majorana hypothesis) by another neutron of the same nucleus. In the
first reaction, a neutron decays β−, emitting an antineutrino which is subse-
quently captured by another neutron of the nucleus. Since a neutrino is emitted
and one is absorbed, the net amount of neutrinos is zero:
(Z, A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− (5)
It is worth noticing that this chain can occur only if the neutrino behaves
as described by Majorana itself [15], otherwise the second step would be im-
possible. A striking characteristic of 0νββ decay is the violation of the lepton
number conservation, which changes from 0 to 2. This is forbidden in the
Standard Model, and in fact the theory describing the process falls within the
“Physics Beyond the Standard Model“.
The lepton number violation (LNV) would have a great impact on current the-
ories, but the observation of a 0νββ event would have other implications. It
would help in establishing the effective neutrino mass [16], due to the inverse
proportionality of the latter with the half-life of the process; also, combining
the lepton number violation and the CP violation, a possible explanation may
be found for the difference in barionic matter and antimatter in the universe,
namely the leptogenesis [17].
Several experiments are currently involved in the detection of 0νββ decay [18],
but such experiments are of exceptional difficulty, for both experimental and
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theoretical reasons. Due to the extremely long half-life (about 1024 years), few
events are expected to be detected, hence the necessity to remove all the sources
of background events. The simplest way of detecting the decay is collecting the
two electrons created in the process, whose summed energies correspond to
the Q-value of the reaction. This signal however must be discerned by the far
more numerous processes which emit a single electron or from the continuous
background of β or 2νββ decays. The experiments must be performed deep
underground to limit the noise coming from cosmic radiation, but the radia-
tion coming from the underground long lived isotopes (232Th, 238U,...) must be
effectively shielded as well.
Experiments investigating 0νββ use particular isotopes in which single β decay
is strongly suppressed or forbidden,so that the ββ-decay is the most probable
decay. Albeit being the most likely decay path, the expected 0νββ half-life re-
mains greater than ∼ 1024 years. The exact value, or even the actual order of
magnitude, is something still under study. Predictions cannot be very accurate,
since the factors contributing to the calculation of the half-life are not precisely
known. The half-life can be expressed as:
[T0ν1/2]
−1 = G0ν|M0ν|2〈mββ〉2 (6)
Where G0ν is the phase-space factor for the two emitted electrons, M0ν is
the Nuclear Matrix Element (NME), and 〈mββ〉 is the effective Majorana mass
for the electron neutrino [19]. The G0ν factor can be calculated quite accurately,
thanks to precise measurements of the Q-value of the decays [20, 21], while
the other two quantities are more difficult to evaluate. The calculated values
of the NMEs strongly depends on the calculation method and the 〈mββ〉 term
depends on the relative difference of the neutrinos masses:
〈mββ〉 =∑
k
U2ekmk (7)
mk are the masses of the respective neutrino flavours and Uek are the Pon-
tecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata matrix elements for the electron neutrino. Even
though the values of the single masses are not precisely know, the limit value
of their sum has been evaluated quite precisely [22]. In the end, the major
source of uncertainty are the NMEs of the decay, which are intrinsically diffi-
cult to measure due to the rarity of the process itself. But there is a way to
obtain such information, which inspired the NUMEN project.
2
T H E N U M E N P R O J E C T
As already said previously, in the 0νββ half-life formula the NME factor is
the most affected by uncertainties. This is due mainly to the model used for
the calculation, since each method uses different approaches, but also to the
non-trivial task of solving a complex nuclear multi-body problem. In addition,
there is a severe lack of experimental data to test the validity of the theoret-
ical results. Several other reactions, like Single Charge Exchange or transfer
reactions [23, 24], are used to constrain the calculations, but such constraints
are not stringent. The fundamental idea of the NUclear Matrix Elements for
Neutrinoless double beta decay project (NUMEN) [25] is to measure the cross-
sections of Double Charge Exchange (DCE) reactions, whose initial and final
states are equal to those of a 0νββ event. Even though a 0νββ decay involves
weak processes and DCE likely proceeds through strong interaction, the NME
of the two processes are closely related. To name just a few shared character-
istics, a part from initial and final states, the two processes share, in transition
operators, the same Fermi, Gamow-Teller and rank-2 tensor components and
the non-locality nature of the processes [26, 27].
The NUMEN project unfolds in 4 phases, each of which is propaedeutic for the
following one and serves to gain specific information and knowledge. Phase
one, ran in 2013, served mainly for proving the feasibility of the idea, using
the reaction 40Ca (18O,18Ne) 40Ar as benchmark. Phase two, which is currently
running, is providing preliminary information about the isotopes which will
be used in the following phases. Phase three will concern the upgrade of the
LNS facility, while the phase four will study a number of different isotopes in
the upgraded facility.
Several isotopes which are going to be studied in NUMEN are also used in the
experiments involved in the 0νββ search, such as the 130Te in CUORE [28] or
the 76Ge in GERDA [29]. The isotopes used in the phase two of NUMEN are
116Sn, 76Se, 116Cd, 76Ge, 130Te. The first two elements will be irradiated with
an 18O beam, while for the remaining elements a 20Ne beam will be used. The
occurring DCE reactions are listed in table 1.
The list of the isotopes which are planned to be used is longer, even though
still not conclusive, and includes 100Mo, 96Zr, 150Nd, 160Gd, 198Pt among the
others. The complete list can be found in reference [25].
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List of DCE reactions in NUMEN
116Sn (18O,18Ne) 116Cd
76Se (18O,18Ne) 76Ge
76Ge (20Ne,20O) 76Se
116Cd (20Ne,20O) 116Sn
130Te (20Ne,20O) 130Xe
Table 1: List of the isotopes which are going to be used in the second phase of NUMEN,
showed with the respective ion beam.
The NUMEN project is hosted at the Laboratori Nazionali del Sud of the Is-
tituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (LNS - INFN), where are located the most
important equipment necessary to the experiment: the Superconducting Cy-
clotron K800 and the MAGNEX spectrometer.
Figure 8: The MAGNEX spectrometer. From the lefthand side, one can see the scat-
tering chamber, the quadrupole (in red) and the dipole (in blue).
The K800 SC is able to accelerate a wide range of ion beams, from protons
to uranium, with maximum beam currents of some tens of nA and energies
up to 80 MeV/u for the lightest species. Concerning MAGNEX, it is a spec-
trometer designed specifically to investigate low yields phenomena. For this
purpose, it has a large acceptance both in solid angle (50 msr) and impulse
(−14% < δp/p < +10.3%), characteristic of great importance for measuring
cross sections at wide angles and different energies; the apparatus is suitable
for the identification of heavy ions (δA/A ∼ 1/160), with a resolution in en-
ergy of about δE/E ∼ 1/1000 [30].
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These two apparatuses are currently able to acquire valuable information about
the investigated phenomena, but the maximum beam current delivered by the
accelerator and the acceptance rate of the spectrometer do not fully match the
NUMEN requirements.
2.1 sc and magnex upgrade
A DCE event is not as rare as a 0νββ, but still the expected order of magnitude
of the cross section is few hundreds of nb/sr [31]. The precise measurement of
a cross section requires the meeting of some conditions. To name but a few, it
is mandatory to have a significant statistics, which means:
a) collecting a large amount of data;
b) having an hardware able to collect and discern the events of interest;
c) reducing the errors as much as possible.
To this end, the LNS facility, particularly the SC and MAGNEX, will un-
dergo an important upgrade to boost the performances of the equipment, mak-
ing it up-to-date for the requirements of modern nuclear and particle physics
experiments.
In fact, the number of produced events depends, not uniquely, on the maxi-
mum beam current delivered by the particle accelerator. The upgraded SC will
be able to produce ion beams with intensity up to 50 µA and energies between
15− 70 MeV/u [32]. Quite predictably, this upgrade does not come without
drawbacks. The performance of the quadrupole and the dipole of the MAG-
NEX spectrometer have to be enhanced as well, to increase the acceptance in
energy; the radiation hardness of the Si detectors must be increased, since the
much higher flux would deteriorate them at an unacceptable rate; a suitable
beam dump must be built, in order to safely stop such a strong beam and avoid
activation issues.
Another disadvantage of a ten-thousand fold increase of the maximum beam
current is the huge thermal stress at which the target is forced. The obvious
solution of cooling it down must however couple with a number of constrains,
which make the task not trivial to solve.
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2.2 the numen target
In the first and second phase of NUMEN, targets are shaped as thin foils of
about 1 µm in thickness, supported by a carbon film some tens of nanometers
in thickness. The metal frame hosts several targets, some of which are used to
calibrate the beam. The target of choice can be remotely selected by using a
vertical-shifter motor, without the need of opening the chamber.
Figure 9: Target used in phases one and two. Materials are deposited on a thin carbon
film and held in position by a metal frame. The bottom targets are used for calibration
purposes.
The metal frame is connected only to the motor and does not provide any
cooling to the targets, since the beam deposits small amounts of heat.
When a charged particle crosses an object, it deposits a certain amount of en-
ergy, mainly by ionization processes. The formula to evaluate the average
energy loss per unit path is the Bethe-Bloch formula:
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Where 4piNAr2e mec2 are constants, namely the Avogadro number, the classical
electron radius and mass and the speed of light, the product of which is equal
to 0.3071 [MeV/(g/cm2)]; z is the charge of the incident particle; ρ, Z, A and I
are respectively the density, the atomic and mass number and the ionization
potential of the target material; lastly, δ is a term related to the shielding of the
projectile electric field due to the polarization of the medium [33].
The charge of the incident particle has a strong influence on the amount of
deposited energy. Since equation 8 refers to a single particle, the deposited
energy increases linearly with the beam intensity, e.g. with the number of par-
ticles per second.
The intensity of the beam in phases one and two of the project is about 10 nA
and the average deposited power in the targets is below 1 W. Thus, a dedicated
cooling system is not required, because the target frame is sufficient to dissi-
pate the generated heat. However, with such a limited beam the number of
reactions is fairly low and few interesting events can be collected. To increase
the statistics, one could think of increasing the thickness of the target, but the
related errors would increase as well, cancelling the benefits. The error sources
which limit the target thickness will be described in the next section.
2.3 energy resolution evaluation
Knowing the beam energy, the measured quantities are the energy and the
direction of the product exiting the target. The final value of the energy is
affected by several factors; the ones which depend on the target are the disper-
sion, the straggling and the non uniformity of the target surface.
The dispersion error is due to the uncertainty on the position at which the
DCE reaction occurs: such position cannot be known, because no detector can
measure it. Since the DCE reaction changes the product atomic number by 2
units, the point at which the reaction occurs strongly influences the product
final energy.
This latter is also affected by the straggling, a statistical effect which accounts
for the fluctuation of the single particle energy loss around the average and
for random Coulomb collisions between the incident particles and the nuclei
of the target.
Both of the aforementioned error sources are worsen if the target thickness is
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not uniform, a condition far from being unlikely. The non uniformity further
spreads the energy distribution coming from the dispersion and the straggling.
The other main sources of error are directly ascribable to the equipment. In fact,
both the SC and MAGNEX introduce an error on the order of 0.1% of the par-
ticles energy (these values should remain unchanged after the upgrade).
For each target, the resolution of the energy measurement must be sufficient to
distinguish between the ground state and the first excited level of the daugh-
ter nucleus. The total resolution can be obtained summing in quadrature the
various contributions:
∆EResolution =
√
∆E2Target + ∆E
2
MAGNEX + ∆E
2
SC (9)
Being ∆EResolution the FWHM of the energy distribution and ∆ETarget, ∆EMAGNEX,
∆ESC the FWHM of the error distribution due to the target, MAGNEX and the
cyclotron, respectively.
The error introduced by the dispersion, the straggling and the thickness non
uniformity are statistical; therefore, in order to evaluate them, a Monte Carlo
code has been written in MatLab environment. The code works as follows.
The target is supposed to have a gaussian distribution of the thickness rough-
ness around its average value, with standard deviation σTarget. For each in-
coming ion, a number is randomly sorted following a gaussian distribution
and then added (or subtracted) to the target average thickness. The resulting
gaussian distribution has a standard deviation equal to σTarget. Afterward, the
DCE reaction point is randomly sorted within the new thickness. Since the
cross section does not depend on the thickness, the DCE reaction probability
is constant throughout the target.
Then, the projectile energy loss and straggling are calculated up to the reaction
point. The straggling has been calculated using the Gaussian approximation
(equations 10a, 10b, 10c):
f (E, x) =
1√
2piσ2
e
(E−<E>)2
2σ2 (10a)
σ2 ≡ ξ · EMax(1− β
2
2
) (10b)
ξ ≡ 2piz
2e4NAZρx
mec2β2A
(10c)
Where the symbols are defined after equation 8 and x is the target thickness.
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Before the reaction, the straggling is taken into account by adding or subtract-
ing a gaussianly weighted quantity, sorted randomly, to the average energy loss.
The standard deviation of such distribution is calculated by using formula 10b.
If the reaction products are in the ground state, as they are considered here, the
DCE reaction can be accounted for by considering the conservation of momen-
tum and total energy, together with the change of the projectile atomic number
(see appendix A.2). The energy loss and the straggling are then calculated for
the remaining portion of the target, now using the ejectile atomic number. The
straggling is taken into account as before, by adding a random number with a
gaussian weight.
The resolution has been calculated for each target, supposing a σTarget equal to
the 6.7% of the average thickness. this value correspond roughly to a maximum
non uniformity of ±20% with respect ot the average thickness. Results are
shown in figures 10-14, which report the energy resolution of the DCE reaction
products. The FWHMs of the energy resolution are reported as a function of
the target thickness, for the contributions of target (straggling+dispersion+non
uniformity), MAGNEX and SC, together with the total resolution. For thick-
nesses smaller than about 1 µm, in most of the cases the resolution is sufficient
to distinguish the ground state and the first excited level of the daughter nu-
cleus. In the reaction 116Sn(18O,18Ne)116Cd, the limit thickness is slightly higher
than about 800 nm.
For most of the targets (116Cd, 130Xe, 76Ge, 76Se) the gap between the ground
state and the first excited level is about 500− 550 keV [34–36].
The situation is rather different in the 116Cd(20Ne, 20O)116Sn reaction. In 116Sn
the gap between the ground state and the first excited level is much wider com-
pared to all other cases. The energy gap of the 116Sn nucleus is so wide, about
1.3MeV, that even using a 116Cd target thicker than 1 µm the total resolution in
energy would still be well below the resolution limit. However, there are other
limitations to the target thickness, which will be exposed later, in chapter 4.
It is worth noticing that 15 MeV per nucleon is the lowest beam energy used
in NUMEN; in this condition, the errors introduced by both the SC and MAG-
NEX are minimized. Since the error of the two instruments is proportional to
the beam energy, at higher energies the loss in resolution due to the target char-
acteristics becomes relatively less important. That said, a target must be build
in order to meet the experimental standards in every experimental condition,
hence the target uniformity remains a parameter of paramount importance.
As a final remark, it must be kept in mind that these resolutions have been cal-
culated for a certain target non uniformity; the total resolution would of course
worsen with a higher thickness inhomogeneity. The above mentioned evalua-
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Figure 10: Energy resolution for a Sn target in the 116Sn(18O,18Ne)116Cd reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness.
tions set the limits at which the target thickness is bound; increasing the beam
intensity seems the only viable solution to obtain a much higher statistics, but
there are several drawbacks to deal with.
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Figure 11: Energy resolution for a Se target in the 76Se(18O,18Ne)76Ge reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness.
Figure 12: Energy resolution for a Ge target in the 76Ge(20Ne,20O)76Se reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness.
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Figure 13: Energy resolution for a Cd target in the 116Cd(20Ne,20O)116Sn reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness.
Figure 14: Energy resolution for a Te target in the 130Te(20Ne,20O)130Xe reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness.
3
TA R G E T F O R H I G H I N T E N S I T Y B E A M S
A high intensity ion beam must be paired with a suitable equipment in order
to be used, both for practical reasons (e.g. collect all the reaction products) and
security reasons (e.g. to safely stop the beam in a beam dump). Concerning
the target, it must be built to resist the high thermal stress provoked by the
beam.
To begin with, one must first evaluate how much heat is produced by the ion
beam inside the target.
To this end, the Bethe-Bloch formula (Eq. 8) has been numerically evaluated
for each target material, at different projectile energies. Considering the evalu-
ations reported in figures 10 - 14, the study on 116Cd, 130Te, 76Ge, 76Se targets
has been performed on a reference thickness of 1 µm. The 116Sn target has been
supposed only 800 nm thick, due to resolution limits. The amount of power
deposited by a beam with 50 µA of current intensity is reported in table 2.
Beam Energy [MeV/u]
15 30 45 60
Power in 116Sn [W] 4, 01 2, 39 1, 76 1, 42
Power in 76Se [W] 3, 73 2, 2 1, 61 1, 3
Power in 76Ge [W] 4, 9 2, 88 2, 11 1, 7
Power in 116Cd [W] 7, 19 4, 28 3, 15 2, 54
Power in 130Te [W] 4, 93 2, 94 2, 17 1, 75
Table 2: Heat deposited in 1 µm thick targets (800 nm for 116Sn), for different beam
energies. The beam current is supposed equal to 50 µA.
According to the Bethe-Bloch formula, the energy released in a medium
by a charged projectile increases as the energy itself decreases. Consequently,
targets are heated more by the low energy beams (i.e. 15 MeV/u) than highly
energetic ones.
Once the power deposited by a 50 µA beam has been calculated for each target,
one can figure how much power such targets are able to dissipate. All the fol-
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lowing calculations has been firstly performed in the worst case scenario, that
is considering the heat produced by a 15 MeV/u ion beam.
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Evaluating the maximum power dissipated means firstly to find a suitable func-
tion of the temperature. To this end, one can use the heat equation, whose
steady-state solution can be here found analytically.
The heat equation in cartesian coordinates reads:
kx
∂2T
∂x2
+ ky
∂2T
∂y2
+ kz
∂2T
∂z2
+
dQ
dtdV
= ρc
∂T
∂t
(11)
Where ρ, c and kx,y,z are respectively the material density, specific heat and
thermal conductivity. If the material is isotropic, then kx = ky = kz = k.
To understand how the heat is dissipated in the frame, the NUMEN target has
been schematized in a simple squared geometry shown in figure 15.
Figure 15: Model used in a first approximation of a NUMEN target. The red region
is illuminated by the target and heated at uniform temperature; the yellow regions are
pinched by the cold frame; the cold frame is showed in dark blue and its temperature is
fixed at a certain value Tcold; corner squares, light blue colored, are supposed to be at
temperature Tcold, like the dark blue frame.
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Some assumptions have been made to perform the calculations:
i) The target is pinched by a cold frame kept at temperature Tcold. Yellow
regions in figure 15 show where the target is clamped, while the cold frame
is pictured in dark blue. All of the exposed target surface (red region) is
illuminated by the beam. Light blue corner squares are supposed to be at
the same temperature Tcold of the frame;
ii) The system is in stationary conditions, so all of the heat entering in the
red region is dissipated in the cold ones;
iii) The heat equation (11) has been evaluated in one of the yellow regions,
where the heat term is null.
Treating the temperature function as composed by the product of three
independent functions of x, y and z, say X(x), Y(y), Z(z), the solution is found
to be a series of oscillating damped functions:
T(x, y, z) =Tcold +
16Thot
pi2
∞
∑
m,n=1,3,...
1
mn
sin
(mpi
h
y
)
sin
(npi
s
z
)
e
√
αmn(x−w) 1− e−2
√
αmnx
1− e−2√αmnw
(12)
Where w, h, s are the full dimensions of one yellow parallelepiped target
along x, y, z respectively. The details of these calculations are reported in Ap-
pendix A, together with the values of the αmn parameters.
The formula 12 gives the temperature inside a yellow volume in stationary
conditions. This volume receives heat from the unclamped target and releases
the same amount of heat (per unit time) to the cold frame. The spatial behavior
of the temperature can be deduced looking at the various terms of equation 12:
a) the temperature of each point (x,y,z) inside the clamped (yellow) region
is linear with the temperature at the surface BB’C’C (see appendix): the
proportionality coefficient is a product of 16
pi2
multiplied by the series over
m,n;
b) The proportionality coefficients on y and z behave as sin functions, i.e. their
value is within ±1;
c) Each term of the series contains a factor 1m·n , which is less than 1;
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d) The dependence on x is contained in one fraction times an exponential: the
fraction is always smaller than 1 (unless for x = w), while the exponential
has an exponent always negative. This exponent is in modulus very big
for all x apart in the region close to x = w. Therefore, the exponential is
nearly null in the yellow region, except for a thin layer close the red region,
of thickness of the order of s: in other words, the temperature in the most
part of the clamped region is the same of the cold frame.
It can be safely assumed that the target region clamped by the cold frame
remains almost entirely at the frame cold temperature. In figure 16 the temper-
ature inside the yellow region is reported as a function of the x coordinate. The
solution (equation 12) is analogous for the remaining 3 yellow regions; the total
heat deposited inside the illuminated region by the ion beam is transferred to
the cold frame through yellow regions, or, equivalently, through one (yellow)
parallelepiped of height 4h.
Figure 16: Temperature profile along the x-axys, in the center of the BB’CC’ face
(y = h/2, z = s/2). The cold temperature is set equal to 100 K, while the hot one is
equal to 500 K.
This simple model shows that heat propagates just slightly beyond the limit
of the clamped region. The temperature quickly falls to the Tcold value, has
schematized in figure 17; hence, in further calculations, Tcold can be rightfully
used as boundary condition.
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Figure 17: Qualitative, not in scale, profile of the temperature along the x-axys in the
target region pinched by the cold frame.
Now that the boundary conditions have been established, it is possible to
use a model more adapt for the actual target. In fact, the shape of the target
showed in figure 9 is closer to be circular, rather than rectangular; thus, it may
be convenient to switch to cylindrical coordinates. The complete heat equation,
which contains also the time dependence, reads:
kr
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+ kθ
1
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dtdV
= ρc
∂T
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(13)
Like in the previous case, the target boundary is clamped by a cold frame,
kept at Tcold. In this scheme, the region irradiated by the beam is limited to
a red spot in the target center. It is extremely important to keep the beam
spot size within few mm in diameter, even after the upgrade of the appara-
tus. In fact, the future beams of NUMEN will be very intense and the tail of
their Gaussian profile would otherwise overlap the frame, increasing the back-
ground.
In this configuration, the center of the target is irradiated by the beam and
heated up to the melting temperature Thot. The solution of eq. 13 in the red
region indicates that the temperature does not vary appreciably. Therefore, it
can be considered uniform in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ rbeam. Figure 18 shows a
scheme of the system under study.
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Figure 18: Scheme of a cylindrical target, top view. The red region corresponds to the
beam spot; the yellow region represents the target clamped by the cold frame at Tcold;
the temperature is evaluated between rbeam and rcold.
Again, few approximations have been used in the calculations:
- The beam has a radius of 1.5 mm and heats uniformily the center of the
target;
- The system has a cylindrical symmetry, and so has the temperature. Thus,
the derivative along the θ coordinate is null;
- Since the heat is generated uniformly along the z-axis, the temperature is
constant with respect to the z coordinate;
- The equation is solved outside the beam spot, where the heat source term is
null;
- The system is supposed to be in stationary conditions, i.e. ∂T∂t = 0
With the aforementioned conditions, the equation reduces to:
kr
(
1
r
∂T
∂r
+
∂2T
∂r2
)
= 0 (14)
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The heat equation is evaluated in the region between rbeam and rcold; in those
two points, the temperature is set equal to the melting point of the material and
the cold frame temperature, respectively. With those boundary conditions, the
solution of equation (14) is:
T(r) =
Thot ln rbeam − Tcold ln rcold
ln rcold − ln rbeam +
Tcold − Thot
ln rcold − ln rbeam ln r =
= K + T0 ln r
(15)
Provided a suitable temperature function, it is now possible to relate the heat
provided by the beam and the temperature profile of the target by using the
Fourier equation:
dH
dt
= −krS dTdr (16)
Where H is the heat supplied and S the surface through wich the heat flows.
For a cylindrical target, S is proportional to the radius r:
dH
dt
= −kr2pirsdTdr (17)
Where s is the target thickness. The maximum heat tolerable by the target
can be calculated integrating along the radius and fixing the temperature to
the material melting point. The melting temperature is then equal to:
Tmelting =
Wtot
2pi s kr
ln
R
r
(18)
Being Wtot the power necessary to reach Tmelting and R the radius of the
target. Rearranging for Wtot, equation 18 becomes:
Wtot =
Tmelting2pi · s · kr
ln Rr
(19)
Once the maximum tolerable power has been evaluated, one can calculate
the beam intensity which generates such power, knowing the energy Eion de-
posited by one particle by using the Bethe-Bloch equation 8. Dividing the total
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power by the energy deposited by one particle one obtains the number of in-
coming ions per second. The current is then obtained by simply multipling the
charge of each ion:
Imax = e · zion WtotEion (20)
The maximum beam current for each NUMEN target is reported in figure
19.
Figure 19: Semilogarithmic plot showing the maximum beam currents calculated for
1 µm thick 116Cd, 130Te, 76Ge, 76Se targets and 800 nm thick 116Sn target. In the legend
is reported, in bracket aside the material name, the melting point of the material.
The plot reported in figure 19 shows that stand-alone targets can tolerate
fairly small beam currents, due to their geometry. In fact, heat has to travel
a relatively long distance before reaching the cold sink, while the thickness
through which it can flow is extremely thin. Geometrical factors paired with
generally low thermal conductivity of the target hamper the heat dissipation
and, therefore, limit the maximum current to few µA for Ge, down to few nA
for Se.
It is evident that targets cooled just by a simple frame cannot withstand the
beams expected for the NUMEN project. Therefore, the thermal resistance of
the targets must be improved.
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Figure 20: Carbon target used at the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) for the
production of heavy isotopes [39]. The multi-slice design improves the heat dissipation.
Currently, the most diffused solution involves the usage of spinning targets
[37, 38]. The target material is deposited on an annulus, in several sections of
variable length. Such kind of target is often used in the production of heavy
elements ion beams; the target material, which in this cases is usually graphite,
can be several millimeters thick. The fast rotation allows to keep the target
below the melting temperature, the heat being dissipated mainly through ther-
mal radiation.
However, this kind of apparatuses are large and cumbersome, requiring
moving parts under vacuum. Moreover, heat is dissipated mainly through
thermal radiation, since the fast spinning movement prevents an efficient liq-
uid driven refrigeration [40]. The irradiated power is proportional to ∝ T4,
hence this approach is not suited for low melting point targets. The latter
statement is an issue of major concern for the NUMEN project, but there are
several other reasons on why spinning targets are not a viable solution, start-
ing from the large area of the target. If the thickness uniformity is a crucial
parameter, like in NUMEN, the vast area makes it more problematic to obtain
a uniform deposition of few hundreds of nanometers. Also, it should be possi-
ble to move the target for calibrating reasons, but to move the whole spinning
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system would be a delicate operation. Lastly, a spinning target would clut-
ter the scattering chamber, covering other detectors or totally preventing their
placement. The problem needs to be seen from another perspective.
3.2 highly conductive substrate
The targets scarce thermal conductivity is the major obstacle in the heat dis-
sipation. Backing the targets with a high thermally conductive substrate may
offer an easy solution to the problem, providing the heat with a faster path to
reach the cold sink. A part from being highly conductive, the substrate must
meet other requirements: it must be thin, mechanically and thermally strong,
it must not interfere excessively with the beam or the reactions.
A suitable candidate which meets all of these demands is carbon, which comes
in a variety of allotropic forms with different properties. In general, carbon
based materials are light, have low density and a great thermal resistance.
Moreover, the interactions between the carbon and the oxygen and neon beams
are well known from background measurements in NUMEN phase one.
Among all of the carbon allotropes, diamond is the one having the best physi-
cal characteristics. It possesses the highest thermal conductivity among natural
occurring materials, having a value of k higher than 2200 Wm−1K−1 [41]. It is
also extremely hard, mechanically strong and chemically inert under normal
conditions. Disk shaped diamonds, deposited by Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD), having an excellent cristallinty, being few µm thick and several cm wide
are commercially available.
At first glance, diamond would be the perfect substrate for this application,
but there are some important issues to face. Some of them, such as the han-
dling and the cost, are not impossible to overcome. Addressing the former
issue, the substrate should be only few µm thick in order to not interfere with
reaction products, like the target used in the PANDA experiment [42]; how-
ever, such a thin lamella it’s quite fragile, and would require an extremely
careful handling during target deposition, mounting and characterization. It
would not be possible to produce expendable targets for characterization pur-
poses, some characterization techniques being undoubtedly useful but destruc-
tive (e.g. cross-section imaging with a SEM, a Scanning Electron Microscope).
The first issue is closely related to the cost of such substrates: each substrate
would have a cost in the range of a thousand euros, and to find the proper
deposition conditions for each material would easily require tens of substrates.
There is a problem which could not be solved with just a vast amount of money:
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radiation related damages. The diamond lattice would undergo graphitization
under ion beam irradiation [43, 44], losing its properties and possibly com-
promising the heat dissipation. The high intensity ion beam used in NUMEN
would readily destroy the diamond structure, and hence all the cooling sys-
tem.
An alternative to diamond is graphite. Generally, graphite is composed by
flakes of hexagonal-arranged carbon atoms. The dimension and the orienta-
tion of those flakes determines the type of graphite and its peculiar physical
and chemical properties [45]. In particular, one special kind of graphite may be
a good candidate for the intended application: the Highly Oriented Pyrolytic
Graphite (HOPG). It is an artificial graphite made of stacks of graphene lay-
ers, whose relative orientation angle is less than 1◦. It can be produced in
large, thin foils some µm thick, which are relatively inexpensive, lightweight,
flexible and mechanically resistant. HOPG most important characteristic, how-
ever, is its anisotropic thermal conductivity. Considering some commercially
available HOPG sheet, such as Panasonic’s (10 µm thick) or Optigraph’s (5
µm thick), the value k‖ of the thermal conductivity along the planes can be
as high as 1950 Wm−1K−1, while in the perpendicular direction k⊥ is about
3 Wm−1K−1 [46, 47]. Differently from diamond, defects in the HOPG crystal
do not compromise the performances, making this material resistant against
radiation damages [48].
The minimum available thickness for Panasonic graphite is 10 µm, a thickness
which would introduce an excessive error due to the straggling of the parti-
cles. For this reason, a thinner graphite only few µm thick will be likely used
(such as Optigraph’s). The contribution of the HOPG substrate to the total
resolution has been evaluated by considering a 5 µm thick sheet, using the
same code used in section 2.3. The non uniformity of the targets have been
considered equal to the previous case: gaussian, with a σTarget = 6.7%.
By looking at figures 21 - 25, it can be noticed that the error introduced by
the graphite is roughly of the same order of magnitude of the one introduced
by the SC and the spectrometer.
The addition of a further layer affects the maximum target thickness. In order
to maintain the total energy resolution below the maximum tolerable limit, the
thickness of the target must be reduced. For instance, the upper limit thickness
for the 116Sn target lowered from 800 nm to 400 nm (figure 21). For other targets
(such as 130Te, 76Ge, 76Se, figures 25, 23 and 22 respectively) the limit is less
compelling, but for target thicknesses around 400− 600 nm the total resolution
is very close to the upper limit. The only exception is 116Cd (figure 24), for
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Figure 21: Energy resolution for a Sn target in the 116Sn(18O,18Ne)116Cd reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness. The HOPG is supposed 5 µm thick.
which the limit is still much higher than the total resolution.
The drawbacks in terms of resolution seem easily manageable, but evaluations
of the thermal behaviour are needed in order to validate the idea.
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Figure 22: Energy resolution for a Se target in the 76Se(18O,18Ne)76Ge reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness. The HOPG is supposed 5 µm thick.
Figure 23: Energy resolution for a Ge target in the 76Ge(20Ne,20O)76Se reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness. The HOPG is supposed 5 µm thick.
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Figure 24: Energy resolution for a Cd target in the 116Cd(20Ne,20O)116Sn reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness. The HOPG is supposed 5 µm thick.
Figure 25: Energy resolution for a Te target in the 130Te(20Ne,20O)130Xe reaction at
15 MeV/u, as a function of the target thickness. The dotted red line is the upper limit
of the tolerable error. The target non uniformity is supposed gaussian, with a σTarget
equal to 6.7% of the average thickness. The HOPG is supposed 5 µm thick.
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N U M E R I C A L E VA L U AT I O N O F T H E G R A P H I T E
S U B S T R AT E C O N T R I B U T I O N
The addition of a substrate increases the complexity of the target, in partic-
ular for what concerns the understanding of its the thermal behaviour. The
temperature profile for a standalone target (eq. 15) was obtained in a quite
straightforward way, but relied on some assumptions, some of which are not
applicable in this case, such as the temperature uniformity along the z-axis.
Complications of adding a second material as substrate include, e.g., the usage
of different properties of two materials or different amounts of heat deposited
in the target and in the substrate.
The solution to the problem can be approached from both the analytical side
and from the numerical one. The analytical solution would be more precise,
nonetheless it would also be more complex and time consuming. Thus, the nu-
merical calculus has been chosen to perform a quicker feasibility study, even
though intrinsically approximated. The code, reported in Appendix A, has
been written in MatLab environment [49].
4.1 code for the numerical solution of the temperature equa-
tion
The most general statement about the code is that it solves the non stationary
heat equation, in cylindrical coordinates, for the target-substrate system. The
substrate, a 5 µm thick HOPG sheet, is supposed larger than the target, in
order to be easily clamped by the cold frame. The only region which needs to
be exposed is the target, to guarantee that the beam can pass through without
interacting with the sample holder.
The idea is schematically showed in figure 26. The portion of the graphite
clamped by the sample holder can be considered at fixed temperature, thanks
to the solution derived in the cartesian geometry (equation 12); such solution
has been applied to the graphite and the results are shown in the plot reported
in figure 27: even supposing a pretty high temperature at the border, only
a thin layer few tens of µm has a temperature dissimilar to the cold frame
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Figure 26: Scheme of the target-graphite system. The graphite which exceeds the
target, showed in light blue, is pinched by the sample holder and kept at Tcold; the
region of interest (ROI - yellow dashed circle) is the one considered in the calculations.
The beam deposits heat at the center of the ROI.
one. Thus, the temperature equation can be solved only in the target and
the underlying graphite. The boundaries of this region are supposed at the
constant temperature Tcold of the clamped graphite. The beam crosses the
system at the center, depositing a certain amount of heat in the target and in
the substrate.
The power deposited in the targets has already been calculated and showed
in table 2. However, the plots reported in figures 21-25 highlight that, for most
of the targets, the total energy resolution approaches the limits, due to the
HOPG substrate. Hence, for precaution reasons, the calculations have been
performed supposing an average thickness of the targets of 400 nm. The values
of the power deposited in 400 nm thick targets are reported in table 3.
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Figure 27: Temperature profile along the r-axis in the graphite region clamped by the
cold frame, at z = 2, 5 µm. Supposing a temperature of 500 K at the clamped region
boundary, only a 10 µm thick layer is warmer than the frame.
Beam Energy [MeV/u]
15 30 45 60
Power in 116Sn [W] 2, 01 1, 2 0, 88 0, 71
Power in 76Se [W] 1, 49 0, 88 0, 64 0, 52
Power in 76Ge [W] 1, 96 1, 15 0, 85 0, 68
Power in 116Cd [W] 2, 87 1, 71 1, 26 1, 02
Power in 130Te [W] 1, 97 1, 17 0, 87 0, 7
Table 3: Heat deposited in 400 nm thick targets, for different beam energies. The beam
current is supposed equal to 50 µA.
Crossing a second material, namely the graphite, the beam will generate
additional heat. Again, using the Bethe-Bloch equation (8) it is possible to
evaluate the power deposited into the substrate. The values are reported in
table 4.
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Beam Energy [MeV/u]
15 30 45 60
18O Beam [W] 12, 49 7, 09 5, 11 4, 07
20Ne Beam [W] 15, 63 8, 86 6, 39 5, 09
Table 4: Power deposited in 5 µm graphite by 18O and 20Ne ion beams, at different
energies, after crossing 400 nm thick targets. The beam current is supposed equal to
50 µA.
Even though the absolute values of the power deposited in the graphite are
higher than the ones deposited in the targets, the energy densities in the latter
are significantly higher. Considering the values reported in table 5, it appears
clear that the targets must endure a higher thermal stress with respect to the
graphite substrate.
Power density per unit length [W/µm] under 18O/20Ne beams
Graphite
(18O/20Ne)
116Sn(18O) 76Se(18O) 76Ge
(20Ne)
116Cd
(20Ne)
130Te
(20Ne)
2, 5/3, 12 5, 02 3, 73 4, 9 7, 19 4, 93
Table 5: Linear power density deposited by a 50 µA beam at 15 MeV/u in targets and
graphite substrate.
The starting point, analogously to the procedure used in section 3.1, is equa-
tion 13. However, in this case the only approximation is the cylindrical sym-
metry, which reduces the original equation to:
kr
(
1
r
∂T
∂r
+
∂2T
∂r2
)
+ kz
∂2T
∂z2
+
dQ
dtdV
= ρc
∂T
∂t
(21)
This approximation is justified by the shape of the object under investi-
gation: the beam propagates radially, since the target, the graphite and the
boundaries are cylindrical. The system is therefore divided into a series of
concentric rings; the inner rings are heated by the beam, which has a gaussian
profile with σ = 1 mm, while the boundaries of the outermost rings are at
fixed temperature Tcold. The division of a continuous object into a discrete one
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is called discretization, and the collection of such discrete points is called mesh.
The studied function is solved in each one of such points; the denser the mesh,
the more the numerical solution approaches the analytical one. A scheme of
the mesh is showed in figure 28.
Figure 28: Scheme (not in scale) of partition of the target-graphite system. The rings
which fall within the gaussian ion beam receive a certain amount of heat, according to
their characteristics (position, material, etc); the generated heat is dissipated in the cold
boundary at fixed temperature.
The physical properties of the material and the amount of heat received are
associated to each point of the mesh: (ρtarget, ctarget, ktarget if the point is within
the target, ρgraphite, cgraphite, kgraphite⊥ and kgraphite‖ elsewhere).
The value of the spatial infinitesimal dr can be chosen quite freely, its minimum
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size being limited only by an excessive increase of the computational time. On
the other hand, the physical dimension of the system along the z-axys is much
smaller than the radial one; thus, the value of dz is bound to be smaller than
dr. Moreover, the target is much thinner than the graphite, so using a single
value for dz would make the mesh in the graphite extremely dense, increasing
the computational time with no appreciable advantage in the precision. Hence,
dz may have different values in the two materials. On one hand, this approach
allows to save computational time, but the two values of dz introduce an issue
at the target-graphite interface. To get around the problem, the formula used
for compute the second derivatives along z for an interface mesh point has
been rewritten. For a general j-th mesh point, the central derivative formula is:
d2Tj
dz2
=
∆Tj−1 − 2∆Tj + ∆Tj+1
∆z2
(22)
For a i-th point at the interface, formula 22 was rewritten specifying each
contribution:
d2Ti
dz2
=
∆Ti−1
∆ztarget − ∆Ti
(
1
∆ztarget +
1
∆zgraphite
)
+ ∆Ti+1∆zgraphite
∆ztarget
(23)
The space intervals dz and dr can be chosen quite arbitrarily, but the value
of the time interval dt cannot. In fact, its value must be taylored on the used
computational method and on the space intervals. The code uses an explicit
method, in which the stability is achieved if the time derivative satisfies the
condition:
dt ≤ ρc
2k
min(∆x2,∆z2) (24)
Since in the target region dz has a value of the order of 10−7 m (at most half
of the target thickness), dt value ranges from 10−8− 10−11 s, depending on the
material properties. Decreasing the value of dz would not only increase the
points in the mesh, but would also shrink the dt.
The code is supposed to calculate the state of the system after few seconds of
irradiation, which would require to solve the heat equation for each point of
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the mesh 1010 times. Therefore, a compromise between precision , e.g. the
values of the infinitesimals, and computational time must be found.
To verify the accuracy of the code, the values of the temperature evaluated
with it have been compared to the known analytical solution for the stand alone
targets in stationary conditions. Targets were given the heat supplied by a 50
µA ion beam; such condition is of course non physical, since the targets would
vaporize instantly. Nevertheless, despite the extremely high values reached by
the temperature, it is a constructive comparison. In this case, to properly draw
a parallel, the beam was supposed uniform across the beam spot. The results,
reported in table 6, were satisfying.
Temperature next to the beam spot
116Sn 76Se 76Ge 116Cd 130Te
Analytical
Solution [K]
20098 1951446 21781 19881 444573
Numerical
Solution [K]
20158 1955811 21846 19940 445900
Discrepancy 0.3% 0.22% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3%
Table 6: Comparison between the solutions obtained analytically and numerically for
400 nm thick targets, irradiated by a 50 µA ion beam. The agreement is very good
nearby the beam spot.
The agreement between the two solutions for all the targets is remarkable,
the discrepancy on the reached maximum temperature being just of the 0.3%
for most of the targets. For the Se target, the error was even lower; due to the
exceptionally low thermal conductivity, the constrains on the time derivative
had to be tighter for stability reasons. The results of the numerical code are
always slightly greater than the analytical ones. As an example, figure 29
shows such comparison for a Sn target.
Calculations for the whole target-graphite systems were then performed,
showing a net improvement in the heat resistance. The time evolution of the
temperature is tracked from few ns up to the stationary state. The temper-
ature profile is stored in plots, 10 for each order of magnitude from 10−9 s
up to 10−2 − 10−1 s. Four plots of a Tin target are shown in figure 30, as a
representative collection of typical plots. The first plot, figure 30a, shows the
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Figure 29: Comparison of the temperature between the analytical and numerical so-
lution for a 400 nm thick Sn target, as a function of the radius. The difference of the
maximum values is of 0.3%.
temperature distribution right after the beginning of the irradiation; the tem-
perature is higher in the target due to the higher energy density deposited.
After just few milliseconds, the temperature is uniform along the z-axis (30b),
due to the overall limited thickness. The steady state is quickly reached in few
ms (30c-30d).
By looking at the plots reporting the temperatures reached at the steady
state, figures 30d - 34, it can be seen that most of the targets are able to endure
a 50 µA ion beam. The only exception is the Se target, which hypothetical
maximum temperature reached with a 50 µA beam current exceeds its melting
point. For this target, the maximum current is estimated to be about 25 µA
(figure 35). In all of the above-mentioned plots, the maximum temperature is
always located in the center of the target.
Keeping record of the temperature reached in each time step by the targets,
it is possible to plot the entire time evolution for each one of them: in figure
36 are reported the maximum temperature value of each of those plots. Even
though the materials have quite different thermal properties, the steady state is
always reached within 100 ms. Also the spread among the maximum reached
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temperature in different targets is strongly reduced, suggesting that the tem-
perature evolution is mainly driven by the graphite contribution. In table 7
are summarized the maximum temperatures reached by the targets irradiated
with a 50 µA, 15 MeV/u ion beam.
By looking at table 7 it can be understood why the 116Cd target thickness is
limited to 400 nm. Differently from all of the other isotopes, for which the
limit is due to the energy resolution, here the limitation comes from the heat
generated by the beam. In a thicker target the generated power would be too
high, bringing the target dangerously close to the melting point (or beyond).
Of course it would be possible to lower the ion beam current, but then one
would have the same reaction rate with a worsened energy resolution.
Maximum temperatures reached with a 50 µA, 15 MeV/u ion beam
116Sn
(Tmelting =
505 K)
76Se
(Tmelting =
494 K)
76Ge
(Tmelting =
1211 K)
116Cd
(Tmelting =
594 K)
130Te
(Tmelting =
722 K)
423 K 857, 3 K 504, 8 K 504, 6 K 599 K
Table 7: Summary of the maximum temperature reached by targets backed by a
graphite substrate, irradiated by a 50 µA, 15 MeV/u ion beam.
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(a) Tin target temperature profile after 2.36 ns
(b) Tin target temperature profile after 9.47 µs
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(c) Tin target temperature profile after 1.18 ms
(d) Tin target temperature profile after 47 ms
Figure 30: Temperature evolution of a 400 nm thick Tin target backed by a graphite
substrate, from few ns up to the steady state. Equilibrium is reached after few tens of
ms.
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Figure 31: Distribution of the steady.state temperature in 76Ge target, with a 50 µA,
15 MeV/u 20Ne ion beam.
Figure 32: Distribution of the steady state temperature in 130Te target, with a 50 µA,
15 MeV/u 20Ne ion beam.
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Figure 33: Distribution of the steady state temperature in 116Cd target, with a 50 µA,
15 MeV/u 20Ne ion beam.
Figure 34: Distribution of the steady state temperature in 76Se target, with a 50 µA,
15 MeV/u 18O ion beam.
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Figure 35: Distribution of the steady state temperature in 76Se target, with a 25 µA,
15 MeV/u 18O ion beam.
Figure 36: Time evolution of the maximum temperature (at r = 0) for each target,
irradiated by a 50 µA, 15 MeV/u ion beam. Only the Se target overcomes the melting
point.
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D E S I G N O F T H E S A M P L E H O L D E R A N D C O M S O L
S I M U L AT I O N S
The numerical evaluations performed with the numerical code provided promis-
ing results for the HOPG substrate solution. The next step in the work flow
is then the design of a suitable sample holder, paired with a cooling system
powerful enough to dissipate the generated heat.
However, there are some constrains concerning the satellites apparatuses or
specific needs that must be met. To begin with, one must deal with the limited
space available in the NUMEN scattering chamber. Although the upgrade of
the whole experimental apparatus will include the modification of the cham-
ber, its design is limited by the presence of the existing instrumentation, such
as the beam line and the spectrometer, whose positions cannot be modified.
The chamber will have to host a number of detectors, the most demanding of
which, in terms of space, is the γ-ray detector.
Some of the nuclei targeted in NUMEN, such as the 76Ge or the 116Cd, are
spherical. At low energies, the ground state and the first excited state can be
well discerned even considering the error introduced by the SC and the spec-
trometer, which amounts to the 0.2% of the beam energy. The situation changes
when moderately and strongly deformed nuclei are used, such as 110Pd, 150Nd,
160Gd, or higher beam energies (40-60 MeV/u). In these cases the resolution
of the spectrometer is not sufficient to distinguish between ground and excited
states and, therefore, an ancillary detector is needed, namely the γ-ray detector
[50].
The low cross section of the searched reactions requires a very good solid angle
coverage, as close as possible to 4pi. Hence, the cooling system must be small
enough to not interfere with the γ detector placement, while leaving the target-
detector line of sight as free as possible. As a final requirement, it must be
mobile along the vertical axis, for calibration purposes; to this end, an alumina
target with a pinhole and a graphite target are used. They must be placed on
top of the actual target, requiring a vertical displacement of about 5 cm.
Keeping in mind all of these requirement and constrains, two cooling systems
with relative sample holder were designed.
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5.1 liquid nitrogen based cooling system
The first system to be designed relies on liquid nitrogen to cool down the
target. The graphite is clamped between two copper halves, whose shape is
cylindrical, with a wide angular aperture near the target. The inside is hollow,
to allow the flow of the liquid nitrogen. The hole in the center is wide as
much as the target, i.e. 1 cm, while the outer diameter is 7 cm large. This
dimension has been chosen to have a sufficiently large flowing chamber, 5 cm
in diameter, leaving room for the 4 alignment rods and the 6 through screws.
The liquid nitrogen enters the sample holder from a hole in the lateral side and
exits from a diametrically opposite hole. The inlet faces downward, while the
outlet upward, in order to avoid bubbles and clogs inside the sample holder.
Figure 37: 3D image of the LN2 cooled sample holder, front view. The hole is 1 cm
wide, while the outer diameter is 7 cm. The external flat ring, 1 cm wide, is bulk copper
and hosts the alignment rods (in the 4 smaller holes) and the screws (6 larger holes).
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Figure 38: 3D image of the LN2 cooled sample holder, rear view. The coolant flows
only below the conical region, entering and exiting from the lateral side. The chamber
is closed by a soldered copper disk.
A clear advantage of this solution is the simple design; the sample holder
does not require a custom scattering chamber to be mounted, but only a pass-
through flange for the 2 inlets and 2 outlets. Liquid nitrogen can be easily pro-
vided and it is sufficient to connect a pressurized dewar to make the coolant
flow. Moreover, the large copper object acts as a cold sink, having a consider-
able thermal capacity.
Unfortunately, there are also several drawbacks. If on one hand the size helps
in keeping the system cold, it is an hindrance for the γ detection. Even provid-
ing a conical aperture near the target, as shown in figure 37, the large structure
covers almost 3pi of the full solid angle. The need for cryogenic pipes suitable
for high vacuum adds complexity to the whole: in fact, they must be also quite
flexible to allow the vertical shift required for calibration. Even by using com-
pact pipes, they contribute to clutter the scattering chamber. This is not the
only issue for using liquid nitrogen; it is in fact difficult to precisely evaluate
the amount of heat which can be dissipated. It is also difficult to diagnose in
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real time the free flow of the coolant and, despite the precautions, clogs may
happen. Finally, a target change would be extremely time consuming, due to
the cumbersomeness of the cooling system.
The simplicity of this apparatus does not balance the numerous drawbacks
that come with it. This kind of sample holder could be used in preliminary
tests of the target/graphite dissipation capabilities, where no γ detectors or
displacement are needed, but is not suited for being used in the actual experi-
ment. Finding a more reliable solution is mandatory.
5.2 cryocooler based cooling system
Generally speaking, a cryocooler is a device composed by a compressor, a cir-
cuit in which the refrigerant liquid flows, a cold finger and a heat exchanger
[51]. The refrigerant liquid, usually liquid helium, cools down the cold finger,
on which the object to be cooled is mounted. The warm helium is then com-
pressed by the piston, to be cooled afterwards in the heat exchanger, by either
water or air. Cryocooler can be with one or two cooling stages, depending on
the characteristics one is looking for.
Cryocoolers are an ideal solution to cool down a sample without relying on ex-
ternal liquid coolant, such as liquid nitrogen in section 5.1. Getting rid of the
LN2 means a lot less clutter in the scattering chamber, due to absence of pipes.
No pipes also means to ease the vertical displacement during calibration, and
to facilitate the target change if required. The sample holder itself could be
much thinner, since no liquid would flow in it, increasing the aperture of the
target toward the γ-detectors.
This kind of system are generally extremely reliable, since they have no mov-
ing parts in vacuum, and produce very little vibrations. Another important
point is the relation between base temperature and dissipated power, which is
established by the manufacturer. In figure 39 it is shown a 2-stages Leybold
cryocooler, able to dissipate up to 18 W while keeping the second stage at 20 K.
This kind of cryocooler uses the Gifford-McMahon cycle [52], a thermodynamic
cycle widely used in this kind of machines.
The sample holder can be directly mounted on top of the second stage,
by means of screws or small magnets. The design of the new sample holder,
shown in figure 40, is much lighter with respect to the previous one, even
though the basic idea remains unchanged. The two identical halves are screwed
together, squeezing the graphite substrate but leaving the target exposed; the
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Figure 39: The Leybold 10 MD cryocooler guarantess the heat dissipation needed for
NUMEN, being able to dissipate up to 18W of power while keeping the second stage at
20K. The large copper part is the first stage, while the smaller copper end is the second
stage cold finger.
(a) Preliminary design of one sample holder
half.
(b) Preliminary design of one sample holder
half, with the calibration targets slots on top.
Figure 40: This sample holder is designed to be mounted directly on top of the cold
finger of the second stage, by means of screws or small magnets. The inner hole is 1
cm wide, the outer disk is 5 cm in diameter, as well as the base.
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whole thing is then fixed on the second stage. This design is suited for quick
changes of the targets in case of failure or necessity. On top of the main body
of the sample holder, it is possible to easily host the two calibration targets
slots. Such targets can be placed away from the cold finger without fearing
overheating issues, since the calibration is performed with low intensity beams
(figure 40b).
Figure 41: A Leybold 5/100 cryocooler joined with a bellow flange.
The vertical displacement needed to select the target, either for calibrating
or for data taking, can be achieved with a simple bellows flange (paired with
a suitable motor). This solution is showed in figure 41: the cryocooler is fixed
to the bellow thanks to the flange connection right above the motor.
Lastly, thanks to the fact that both the cold stage temperature and the dissi-
pated power are known, evaluating the thermal behavior of the sample holder
is now much more straightforward than with the LN2 cooling system. To
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evaluate the temperature distribution of the cryocooler sample holder, which
receives heat from the irradiated target/graphite and dissipates it into the cold
stage, the software COMSOL had been used, as explained in section 5.3.
5.3 comsol calculations
COMSOL Multiphysics is a software platform for finite element analysis, able
to simulate a large variety of physical systems, from mechanical to electromag-
netic and heat transfer (https://www.comsol.com/). The physical system can
be modeled through a CAD interface; the created object is then divided into
a tri-dimensional mesh and the chosen physical model is solved in each mesh
point.
The advantage with respect to the MatLab code resides in the possibility of eval-
uate the thermal behavior of the entire system, composed by target, graphite
substrate and sample holder, in spite of several discontinuity points in the ge-
ometry and in the materials. However, as a first step the same geometry used
in MatLab was analyzed, i.e. the cylinder composed by the target and the un-
derlying graphite, with a fixed temperature at the boundary.
(a) Perspective view of a Sn/Graphite target
representation.
(b) Top view of a Sn/Graphite target represen-
tation.
Figure 42: Temperature distribution in a scaled representation of a Sn target on a
graphite substrate.
Using the geometry reported in figure 42, simulations were performed for
the remaining targets as well. As it can be seen in figure 43, there is a difference
in the results calculated by two programs; this is particularly true for the Se.
However, a part from the latter, the relative error between the two programs is
within ±6.6%. Despite the discrepancy, including the full object in the calcula-
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tion could provide some information about the influence of the copper sample
holder on the whole system.
Figure 43: Comparison between MatLab code and COMSOL; the difference between
most of the results is within 6.5%, a part from the selenium, for which it is much more
important (about -50%).
An exploded-view of the complete system is shown in figure 44; it is clear
the big difference in dimensions of the involved objects. The target, represented
by the small disk 1 cm large, is only 400 nm thick, while the graphite and the
copper sample holder are several cm large. There is a difference of 5 orders of
magnitude in the dimensions, which surely requires a special attention when
establishing the mesh.
COMSOL is able to modify the mesh according to the volume under anal-
ysis, making it denser in sharper regions and larger in bulk regions. Albeit
extremely useful, this feature is not able to fill the 5 order of magnitude gap.
Using a minimum mesh size suitable for the target dimension, i.e. few hun-
dreds of nm, would have led to have an exceedingly vast amount of mesh point
in the residual domains. The cost in term of computational power and time
would have been excessive.
The issue was resolved by using two distinct meshes: a refined one for the tar-
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Figure 44: Exploded view of the entire system simulated in COMSOL environment.
get and a larger one for the graphite and the sample holder; both of the meshes
use a tetrahedral structure. The Heat transfer Module was used to evaluate the
thermal evolution of the system; it solves the temperature equation using some
user-defined inputs and boundary conditions. In this case, the ion beam was
simulated with two heat sources, one associated with the target while the other
with the graphite. The two heat sources have a gaussian profile, with a σ = 1
mm, to reproduce the actual beam; they differ in the deposited power.
The only imposed boundary condition is at the bottom of the geometry, where
the sample holder touches the cold finger. This is a fair assumption, since the
cryocooler guaratees a cold temperature if dissipating a proper power. This
is another substantial difference with respect to the LN2-based sample holder:
with the latter design, the cylindrical symmetry was valid also for the cold
boundary. In the new sample holder, designed to fit a cryocooler, the cold sink
is at the bottom and not all around. Even though both the graphite and the
copper are excellent conductors, the asymmetry may cause some regions of the
target to overheat. COMSOL could help also in assessing this issue.
Few designs were studied before arriving at the definitive one, showed in
figure 40. Firstly, it was evaluated the effect of the outer diameter on the over-
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Figure 45: Picture of the sample holder model, where the cold boundary at fixed
temperature, representing the cold finger, is highlighted.
all cooling efficiency. Two different radii of 7 cm and 5 cm were considered;
the two designs are showed in figure 46a and figure 46b, respectively. As it
can be seen by looking at the color scales, the temperature is slightly higher
in the larger sample holder, while the only advantage in using a larger radius
could be a very modest increase in the solid angle for the detectors; consider-
ing pros and cons, the 5 cm diameter was preferred. Further decreasing the
radius would likely have a small impact on the final temperature, while could
be a disadvantage for practical purposes. In fact, the closer the target is to
the cold finger, the more the free solid angle is reduced. Moreover, and this
is likely a more delicate point, if the target is too close to the cold finger, a
slight fluctuation of the beam alignment could damage and activate the copper
stage. To avoid this sort of problems, the outer diameter was chosen to be 5 cm.
A similar study was performed for the target diameter, which means the
distance separating the hot source (i.e. the beam) from the cold sink (i.e. the
copper frame). Unlike the external radius, this parameter is of great impor-
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(a) Design of a sample holder; the diameter
of the disk is 7 cm.
(b) Design of a sample holder; the diameter
of the disk is 5 cm.
Figure 46: The comparison between the two designs highlights the poor influence of
the width of the disk on the general thermal behavior of the whole.
tance, as well as the shape of the beam. The combined effect was studied and
is summarized in figure 47.
Figure 47: Effects of the size of the target in relation to the beam spot width. A larger
target, as well as a sharper beam spot, leads to a higher temperature in the beam spot.
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A sharper beam means a higher energy density localized in the beam spot,
hence a higher stationary temperature. It must be noticed, however, that sup-
posing a beam with a σ = 1 mm is a safe assumption, since it should be
the beam spot of the upgraded apparatus. Also, despite the net gain in the
cooling efficiency, it is not advisable to reduce the target size below 1 cm, for
precaution reasons: some far tails of the beam could hit the sample holder if
the passage is not wide enough. this would cause the generation of spurious
events, in addition to collateral damages at the instrumentation.
Finally, once the design had been established, the effect of the asymmetry of
the cold sink were evaluated. Noticeably, in every point of the sample holder
the temperature does not rise more than 10 K with respect to the temperature
of the copper stage. The assumption used for the numerical evaluations, that
is a fixed cold temperature at the target boundary, seems to be validated also
by COMSOL.
Figure 48: Temperature of sample holder during irradiation with a 50 µA 18O beam.
The portion farther from the cold stage is slightly hotter with respect to the rest; the
temperature excess, however, is just 10 K and does not influence the working efficiency
of the system.
The analysis performed on the design of several parameters allowed to
determine the sample holder shape which best fits the requirements and the
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constrains. So, using the definitive design, the same study was performed on
the other targets, to obtain something similarly to the initial comparison (figure
43).
In figure 49 is showed a comparison between a MatLab-like geometry and a
full cooling system for a Ge target.
(a) Stationary state of a Ge target for a
MatLab-like geometry.
(b) Stationary state of a Ge target encased in
the copper sample holder.
Figure 49: A comparison between a system in which the boundary fixed temperature
is set at the target limit (fig. a) and one in which the cold sink is supposed in the
cryocooler copper stage (fig. b). The copper sample holder efficiently dissipate the heat,
accounting for only 12 K more in the beam spot region.
The influence of the copper sample holder for each target is reported in
figure 50; it is quantified in about 9− 12 K on the final temperature.
The results obtained with COMSOL are mostly compatible with the numer-
ical code results; in particular, COMSOL tends to underestimate the outcome,
with respect to the numerical code, if the target material has a poor thermal
conductivity, like Te and Se. In the latter material, which has an extremely
low thermal conductivity, the discrepancy exceeds 400 K. Regardless the dif-
ferences in the final temperatures, COMSOL major contribution remains the
capability to evaluate the influence of copper sample holder. The asymmetric
design of the cold sink does not pose any particular issues, while the graphite
is kept basically at the cold sink temperature. The presented results are com-
puted for a cold temperature of 100 K, but cryocoolers are able to reach far
lower temperatures. The final temperature directly depends on the cold sink
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Figure 50: As can be appreciated in the plot, the sample holder accounts for an increase
in the final temperature of just few K.
temperature Tcold; assuming that the thermal properties of copper and graphite
do not change with the temperature, lowering the Tcold of a certain quantity ∆T
would also lower the beam spot temperature of the same quantity.
(a) Cadmium target simulation with Tcold =
40 K.
(b) Cadmium target simulation with Tcold =
100 K.
Figure 51: Supposing temperature-independent thermal properties, reducing the base
temperature of the cold stage lowers of the same quantity the maximum reached tem-
perature.
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In reality, the thermal properties of copper and graphite are temperature
dependent [53, 54]. Both of the materials thermal conductivity increase in the
considered temperature range; HOPG can double its in-plane thermal conduc-
tivity at about 100 K. At 30 K, highly pure copper thermal conductivity reaches
3000 Wm−1K−1. Most likely, since the involved materials are enhanced by the
low temperature, accounting for the real thermal properties would led to bet-
ter results; however, a study on the HOPG and the copper which will be used
is yet to be done. Also, the graphite properties will be different in the beam
spot and under the copper, complicating a rightful evaluation. Using standard
values for the calculation is likely more cautious.
6
P R O D U C T I O N A N D C H A R A C T E R I Z AT I O N O F T I N A N D
T E L L U R I U M TA R G E T S
Soon after the positive outcome of the first numerical calculations, the exper-
imental activity started. Graphite is not an usual substrate for deposition, as
suggested by the poor existing literature on the argument. Moreover, the tar-
gets used in NUMEN must be made of pure isotopes, some of which are par-
ticularly costly and rare [55]. Those two characteristics alone prevent the usage
of certain common deposition techniques, such as plasma sputtering; the avail-
able quantity of material can be as low as few mg, preventing the realization of
a sputtering target, which cost would be impractical. Considering the scarce-
ness, the peculiarity and the demands for the target uniformity, Electron Beam
Deposition (EBD) was chosen for the target production.
The core of an EBD system is the electron source, a sort of box which hosts
the electron gun, the magnets, the crucible and the cooling system. The elec-
tron gun is the electron emitter, which usually works for thermionic emission
from a filament; the electrons are afterward bent by a permanent magnet or an
electromagnet; after a 270◦ turn, the electron beam impinges into the hearth in
which the material is contained; finally, a cooling system prevents the hearth
melting.
The amount of material to be evaporated can be extremely small, depending
on the crucible size; this feature proves to be extremely handy if rare isotopes
must be evaporated. Theoretically, any element can be evaporated with an
electron beam, which deposits huge amounts of energy in the beam spot. Even
high melting point material, such as Mo, can be easily evaporated. Depending,
not solely, on the instrument, an EBD system can achieve a film uniformity of
±5%, with an excellent efficiency in the deposition target usage.
As already mentioned, HOPG is poorly suited as substrate; this special kind of
graphite is in fact composed by highly aligned graphene flakes, which make
the surface both chemically inert and atomically flat. These characteristics re-
quire additional care in obtaining a flat and uniform deposited target.
Two materials were chosen to start the study: tin and tellurium.
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Figure 52: General scheme of an EBD electron source [56].
6.1 tin target deposition
Tin is a quite tricky material to deposit; if the deposited film is less than 1 µm
thick, it tends to form spherical droplets. Increasing the thickness, the droplets
coalesce in bigger islands and this behavior can be observed both on SiO2 sub-
strate [57] and on graphite [58]. Tin is in fact used as a Scanning Electron
Microscope calibrating sample thanks to its characteristic spherical grains on
graphite.
As it can be easily deduced, the way a tin film grows impedes the formation
of a smooth target. To obtain such a target, a careful study was carried out. The
key parameters, which were initially explored, were the substrate temperature
during the deposition and the post-deposition annealing temperature.
In the production of samples, the 10 µm HOPG graphite was chosen over a
thinner one for cost reasons. Panasonic 10 µm HOPG is rather inexpensive
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Figure 53: Tin spheres used as calibration sample for SEM [58].
and can be used in the production of many expendable samples; moreover, the
physical characteristics are very similar to those of thinner and more expensive
HOPG sheets. However, the 10 µm thick graphite is quite tricky to handle, be-
cause of the thickness and the presence of an adhesive on the back. For this
reason, the initial deposition tests were done using a thicker graphite, 65 µm,
which is adhesive free. The first deposition was performed at room tempera-
ture; the sample was subsequently analyzed with a Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscope (FESEM), which allows to obtain a quick feedback on the
produced film. The FESEM, hosted in the laboratories of the Department of
Applied Science and Technology of the Polytechnic of Turin, is a Zeiss Merlin
[59]; the instrument is able to magnify an object up to one million times and
has a resolution of 0.8 nm. An Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS) is
embedded in the same instrument, allowing non destructive elemental analy-
sis.
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6.1.1 The 65 µm Graphite Substrate
The deposition at room temperature served as a starting point, to have a first
idea of how the material would respond to the graphite substrate. The top
image of the sample, reported in figure 54, highlights the growth of numerous
grains some µm in size, which coalesce into a complex network. Albeit the
nominal thickness was set to 500 nm, the side picture in figure 55 reveals that
the height of the grains far exceeds this value. The film is highly porous and
non homogeneous, due to the fusion of big crystals.
Given the growth mechanism, one option to obtain a more uniform film is to
grow bigger grains, in order to reduce the number of coalescence points and
the underlying channels. To this end, for the following samples, the deposition
rate was kept low and the substrate was heated during the deposition. Provid-
ing energy through substrate heating favors the mobility onto the substrate of
impinging particles, promoting the accretion of already existing grains. How-
ever, grains can be enlarged also by post deposition heat treatment, such as
annealing. The annealing process consists in heating the sample for a certain
time to allow minor rearrangement of the film structure. Before producing
another sample, the first batch was annealed at 175 C for 24h, 48h and 72h.
FESEM images of the samples, reported in figures 56, 57 and 58, show little
improvement in grain size, while the uniformity did not change appreciably.
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Figure 54: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 500 nm, deposited at room
temperature.
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Figure 55: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 500 nm, deposited at room
temperature. The flat, unstructured lower region is the graphite substrate, peeled by
the cut necessary for side imaging.
Figure 56: Tin sample deposited at room temperature after 24h annealing at 175 C.
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Figure 57: Tin sample deposited at room temperature after 48h annealing at 175 C.
Figure 58: Tin sample deposited at room temperature after 72h annealing at 175 C.
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The next sample was then deposited at 150 C. Compared to the previous
one, this sample, showed in figure 59, appears much smoother. The grains
seem to have grown bigger and more compact, the presence of pores and cav-
ities being strongly reduced. Although the single crystals are more tightly
joined, the space between disjointed groups are quite large and deep. Side
imaging of the sample revealed that also the uniformity in height improved no-
ticeably. The effective thickness appears greater than the nominal one, which
is again 500 nm. The precise evaluation is prevented by the partial coverage of
the substrate boundary. Figure 60 has been taken at the limit of the sample to
avoid to cut it, a procedure which is particularly complicated and destructive
if it involves a flexible graphite substrate.
This sample underwent a series of annealing treatments similar to those used
for the room temperature sample, i.e. annealed at 175 C for 24h, 48h and 72h.
The benefits coming from such treatment seem to be negligible, with no appre-
ciable changes among the different time steps (figures 61, 62, 63). The same
procedure were repeated, for a second batch, at a slightly higher temperature,
185 C, for the same time steps. The results were, once again, of negligible
importance.
Figure 59: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 500 nm, deposited at 150 C.
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Figure 60: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 500 nm, deposited at 150
C. The surface appears much smoother with respect to the sample deposited at room
temperature. The tin seems to spill over because the picture was taken at the boundary
of the sample, in order to avoid damages due to cutting.
Figure 61: Tin sample deposited at 150 C after 24h annealing at 175 C.
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Figure 62: Tin sample deposited at 150 C after 48h annealing at 175 C.
Figure 63: Tin sample deposited at 150 C after 72h annealing at 175 C.
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The net improvement obtained by heating up the substrate pointed the
direction for having a smoother target. The deposition temperature was in-
creased to 175 C to try to further improve the results obtained at 150 C. In
this batch was also explored the influence of the thickness, producing some
samples with a tin layer of 400 nm (figure 64) and some others with a tin layer
of 500 nm (figure 65). The two samples appear quite different: while the 400
nm thick one seems an improvement with respect to the previous batches, the
500 nm one is a firm backward step. The thinner sample (figure 64) shows
a very good grain merging, with thinner inter space between disjointed parts
and some sparse smaller grains. The overall aspect is flat and compact.
Figure 64: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 175 C.
The situation differs in the second sample (65); the 500 nm thick layer seems
formed by two phases: a compact background, formed by closely packed small
grains, onto which bigger and sparse structures grew. An appearance which
seems to be reproduced by the following annealing treatment (figure 66); given
the scarce influence of the procedure for temperature up to 175 C from 24h
to 72h, both of the samples were annealed at 195 C. This time, the annealing
process worsened the film quality, making the 400 nm thick sample to resemble
the thicker one (figures 67 and 68). The grains of the annealed 500 nm thick
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sample seem more interconnected, but the film as a whole appears strongly
non homogeneous.
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Figure 65: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 500 nm, deposited at 175 C.
Figure 66: 400 nm thick tin sample deposited at 175 C after 24h annealing at 195 C.
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Figure 67: 500 nm thick tin sample deposited at 175 C after 24h annealing at 195 C.
Figure 68: Tin sample, 400 nm thick, deposited at 200 C.
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A final attempt was made heating the substrate at 200 C, to see the film
structure if deposited at a temperature too close to the melting point (figure
68). While in some regions the grains are well merged, tin droplets cover the
major part of the substrate, which is exposed in several spots. The exposure of
the graphite can be due marginally to a partial re-evaporation of the tin, but
mainly to the droplets formation, which deplete the surrounding area. The
formation of the spheres can be a clear signal of reaching an excessive temper-
ature during the deposition.
The batch of samples produced using a thicker graphite served to under-
stand the processes and the techniques useful for depositing a smooth film of
tin on graphite. After a fair number of trials, the results obtained for a 400
nm thick sample, deposited at 175 C, were satisfying from the point of view
of homogeneity and compactness. The annealing treatment resulted to be su-
perfluous, being at best irrelevant, at worst counterproductive. Henceforth,
it was abandoned. The experimental procedure was then transposed to the
production of samples on 10 µm thick graphite substrates.
6.1.2 The 10 µm Graphite Substrate
The physical characteristics of the 65 µm thick graphite are similar to those of
the thinner 10 µm one, but not the same. They differ slightly in density, ther-
mal conductivity, mechanical resistance and other characteristics. One could
then expect a similar behavior when used as substrate. The first attempt with
the thin graphite was made at 175 C, which was the temperature which gave
the best results in the previous batch.
The results in this case were quite different; instead of a compact film, the tin
layer is here composed by small, irregular drops smaller than 1 µm; the sub-
strate is clearly visible in the surroundings of the droplets. The film showed
in figure 69 resembles somewhat the one deposited at 200 degrees with the
thicker graphite (figure 68). If, as it seems, the surface of the thinner graphite
is more inert with respect to the 65 µm thick one, the optimal deposition tem-
perature could be shifted downward. The second sample was then deposited
at 150 C, but again the obtained film was not uniform (figure 70). Even though
the film is still composed by drops, in this case they are much more regular,
being almost perfectly spherical. Their size ranges between few hundreds of
nm up to 1 µm.
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Figure 69: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 175 C
on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
Figure 70: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 150 C
on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
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Albeit formed by spheres, their distribution is regular and constant, without
the coexistence of contiguous and interrupted regions which could be observed
in figure 68. This sample closely resemble the typical SEM calibrating sample
showed previously in figure 53. A side image of the sample could be extremely
useful to provide some more information about the deposition. In fact, in
the magnified image reported in figure 71, it is possible to observe that the
tin drops are indeed almost perfect spheres. A part from being aesthetically
pleasant, this fact underlines the poor interaction between substrate and film.
More than half of the sphere emerges from the substrate, indicating a contact
angle lower than 90◦. Such angle is identified between the substrate plane and
the tangent to the drop surface; the more its value is closer to 0◦ the less the
substrate is wet by the material. In this case, the graphite is quite refractory to
the tin, so merely adjusting the deposition temperature may not be sufficient
to obtain a good film. More tests at different temperatures were performed
anyway. A significant change in the structure was in fact obtained with the
substrate at 140 C; the tin spheres disappeared and a more complex film was
created instead.
Figure 71: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 150
C on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
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Figure 72: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 140 C
on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
Figure 73: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 140
C on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
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The deposition seems divided into two phases: a compact and thin back-
ground layer, which covers uniformly the substrate, and some high and flat
structures which protrude from it. This large tridimensional grains can reach
several µm in size and about 300 nm in height, as can be appreciated in figures
72 and 73. The background layer appears very flat and compact, but it is just
100 nm thick; the sticking out grains are also very uniform, having a flat top
and a constant height of 300 nm. However, even if the substrate is well covered
and two distinct phases exist, this condition is extremely unfavorable if used
in NUMEN data taking. The existence of two distinct thicknesses would give
two values of the average energy loss, each of which would suffer straggling
and dispersion. The combination of the two peaks would result in an excessive
error in the data analysis.
A further decrease in the deposition temperature caused the growth of irregu-
lar structures on top of the plateaus observed in the previous sample. More-
over, very small crystals speckle the whole surface (figure 74). The increased
irregularity can be noticed in the side image reported in figure 75: the plateaus
are about 300 nm higher than the background, but the irregular structures are
up to 1 µm high.
6.1.3 The 10 µm Graphite Substrate with Chromium Buffer
The best result achieved with the 10 µm graphite, which can be identified in
the sample deposited at 140 C (figure 72), is far from being an optimal result.
Tin and graphite interact too weakly to obtain a uniform deposition, hence the
solution can reside in using a buffer material. Buffer materials are used as
an interface to favor the adhesion of a film with the substrate; such material,
which can be chromium or bismuth, easily bind with mostly any other material.
In this case, a chromium buffer of 10 nm was used to ease the tin deposition.
The first sample of the batch was deposited at a temperature of 140 C, which
in the previous batch allowed to obtain flat structures, although with two dis-
tinct thicknesses. Images 76 and 77 show the influence of the buffer: in the
film is possible to distinguish the droplet-like structures, which in some cases
merge together. For some aspects this is similar to previous samples, but here
the grains are much more closely packed. The graphite is exposed only in
few spots and the average thickness of the film seems to match the nominal
thickness of 400 nm.
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Figure 74: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 130 C
on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
Figure 75: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 130
C on a 10 µm graphite substrate.
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Figure 76: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 140 C.
A 10 nm thick Cr buffer is previously deposited on the 10 µm graphite substrate.
Figure 77: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 140
C. A 10 nm thick Cr buffer is previously deposited on the 10 µm graphite substrate.
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Considering the previous samples, the presence of droplets can be associ-
ated to an excessive deposition temperature; hence, the latter was diminished
in the following trials. As expected, the sample deposited at 130 C, showed
in figures 78 and 79, presents fewer droplets and more merged grains. For
large patches of several µm, the graphite substrate is perfectly covered and no
channels neither cracks can be observed. The film is not perfectly flat, as the
droplets seem to protrude from the average thickness, but the degree of uni-
formity is satisfactory. Side images confirm it, showing a flat layer with some
structure emerging from it. The flat and compact layer seems however thinner
than the nominal value of 400 nm.
A last sample was deposited with these conditions, but at a lower temperature
of 120 C (figures 80 and 81).
In this final sample the film appears compact and mostly smooth, but high
irregular grains several µm big grew on the background layer. Side image re-
ported in figure 81 resemble the previous sample morphology (figure 79), but
shows a higher presence of superficial grains.
Figure 78: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 130 C.
A 10 nm thick Cr buffer is previously deposited on the 10 µm graphite substrate.
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Figure 79: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 130
C. A 10 nm thick Cr buffer is previously deposited on the 10 µm graphite substrate.
Figure 80: Top view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 120 C.
A 10 nm thick Cr buffer is previously deposited on the 10 µm graphite substrate.
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Figure 81: Side view of a Sn sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 120
C. A 10 nm thick Cr buffer is previously deposited on the 10 µm graphite substrate.
The growth mechanism observed in this latter sample (figures 80 and 81)
can be seen in every sample which has been deposited at a too low tempera-
ture, as much as the droplets appear if the deposition temperature is instead
too high. This extended study showed that for Sn the morphology is strongly
dependent on the deposition temperature, the optimal one depends on the sub-
strate. There exists a narrow temperature band that allows to obtain a flat and
compact film; using a deposition temperature above such band would create
a layer made of droplets, while depositing below such value would create a
two phases film. When the bare 10 µm graphite was used as substrate, the film
morphology changed from the spheres obtained at 150 C to the two-phases
film obtained at 140 C; the temperature band at which a uniform film can
be achieved lies somewhere in between those two values. Adding a Cr buffer
slightly increase the width of such band, the transition between a droplet-made
film and a two-phases one being smoother.
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6.2 tellurium target deposition
Simultaneously to the study on the Sn targets, tellurium targets were also ex-
plored; the first batch was produced in the target laboratory of the INFN-LNS
facility, using thin carbon films some hundreds nm thick as substrate. Tel-
lurium film can grow either as a compact layer or as a needle tangle, depend-
ing again on the deposition conditions, method and substrate [60]. To explore
the general behavior of a Te film deposited on carbon by EBD, in this batch
a number of different conditions were tried. Films were deposited at room
temperature and at 100 C, some of them undergoing a successive annealing.
6.2.1 LNS Tellurium Samples
The analysis of the sample deposited at room temperature, which nominal
thickness is 350 nm, showed a rather flat layer (figures 82 and 83); no high
structure can be observed, a part from superficial contamination. A magnified
image, reported in figure 83, shows that the speckles that can be seen in figure
82 are small Te crystals. In this deposition conditions tellurium grows in small
lamellas stacks about 100 nm in size, which however are mostly parallel to the
plane. The film as a whole appears compact, uniformly covering the carbon
substrate.
A sample deposited in the same conditions underwent an annealing treatment
at 200 C for 1 hour (figures 84 and 85). Again the film appears flat, compact and
uniform, with fewer crystal with respect to the previous one. A deeper insight,
figure 85, shows that the stacks of lamellas disappeared; rounded small grains,
few tens of nm in size, took their place, making the film appear smoother.
These first trials underline the big difference between Te and Sn films. At
room temperature, the latter grows in big and complex crystal structures, with
channel and pores; on the other hands, the former appears flat and uniform,
with small crystal aligned to the plane. If the annealing procedure is mostly
superfluous for Sn, in the Te film contributes to smooth the surface, reducing
the crystal size and sharpness. Also increasing the deposition temperature
gives different results in the two cases: for Sn it can facilitate the formation
of a more uniform film, while for Te it strongly promotes the growth of large
crystals.
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Figure 82: Top view of Te sample, deposited on a C substrate at room temperature.
The nominal thickness is 350 nm.
Figure 83: Detail of the sample showed in figure 82.
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Figure 84: Top view of Te sample, deposited on a C substrate at room temperature and
annealed at 200 C for 1 hour. The nominal thickness is 300 nm.
Figure 85: Detail of the sample showed in figure 84.
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Setting the deposition temperature at 100 C favors excessively the formation
of crystals, producing a structure resembling a needle tangle (figures 86 and 87).
Te crystals appear thin but several µm long, forming a complex network and
a highly structured film. The detailed view of the film structure better shows
the crystal dimension, but also reveals the disorder of the film. Without a
measurement dedicated to establish the thickness, it is difficult to even estimate
the real thickness of the sample; such value is probably more than the nominal
value, due to the low density caused by the big, nested crystals.
A similar sample, deposited at 100 C, was successively annealed at 200 C. The
effects of the post-deposition treatment on the film appearance was noticeable
(figures 88 and 89). Te crystals decreased their size, forming a much denser
layer with reduced interstitial space. The average size of the crystals decreased
to less than 1 µm, as can be clearly seen in figure 89. Even though this film
appears denser than the non-annealed one, the uniformity in thickness is not
optimal.
Figure 86: Top view of Te sample, deposited on a C substrate at 100 C. The nominal
thickness is 350 nm.
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Figure 87: Detail of the sample showed in figure 86.
Figure 88: Top view of Te sample, deposited on a C substrate at 100 C and annealed
at 200 C. The nominal thickness is 350 nm.
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Figure 89: Detail of the sample showed in figure 88.
6.2.2 The Te deposition on the 10 µm Graphite Substrate
Considering the first batch of samples deposited on a carbon substrate, it seems
that room temperature deposition, with or without annealing, provides a film
of very good quality. Conversely, depositing at the moderate temperature of
100 C excessively promotes the crystal growth. Given the nature of the used
substrate, it would be appropriate to explore the effects of these conditions on
a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate. In this case, also side images could be pro-
vided.
The first sample was deposited on HOPG at room temperature, with a nomi-
nal thickness of 400 nm (figures 90 and 91). SEM images of the film reveal a
uniform coverage of the substrate and a pretty smooth deposition, with some
structures above the surface. Such structures are Te crystals grown above the
average thickness. Their structure recalls the one of the film, which seems com-
posed by randomly oriented bundles of needles/lamellas. The crystals seem to
grow vertically, feature that can be better observed in the side image reported
in figure 91.
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Figure 90: Top view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at room
temperature on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
Figure 91: Side view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at room
temperature on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
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Figure 92: Top view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 100 C
on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
Figure 93: Side view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 100 C
on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
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A substantial difference with the previous batch was found in the produc-
tion of samples at 100 C (figures 92 and 93). The network of needles which
grew on the carbon substrate did not form with the new substrate; very small,
nm sized crystals grew on top of a compact and flat background layer, with
no high features or structures. Similarly to the room temperature grown film,
side images show a compact film with vertically aligned crystals. The thick-
ness seems close to the nominal value of 400 nm.
In the production of tellurium films on HOPG substrates, good results were
achieved both depositing the material at room temperature and at 100 C. In
both cases the film appears compact and flat, with very few structures above
the surface; the surface of the latter sample seems rougher than the room tem-
perature one, but such roughness is only few nm in size.
6.2.3 The 10 µm Graphite Substrate with Chromium Buffer
Even if good results were obtained with a simple HOPG substrate, some trials
were made using a Cr buffer. As before, two kind of samples were produced:
one deposited at room temperature and the other at 100 C. The nominal thick-
ness, for all of them, was again 400 nm for the Te film and 10 nm for the Cr
buffer.
Top images of the first sample of this series, deposited at room temperature,
showed a film similar to the one deposited in the same conditions but with-
out buffer. Both this sample (figure 94) and the no-buffered version (figure 90)
uniformly cover the substrate, presenting the same bundle-appearance. Some
crystals few hundreds of nm big can be spotted on the surface of the samples.
One difference can be noticed in the side images: the Cr buffer seems to en-
hance the alignment of the crystals, which in figure 95 appear mostly vertical.
The situation differs in the sample deposited at 100 C: the film, albeit appearing
planar and compact, presents a sort of polygonal design, with the boundary
of such polygons covered in sharp crystals. This curious arrangement can be
clearly observed in top view (figure 96), but can be hardly spotted in side imag-
ing (figure 97). Side images, however, reveal that this sample as well presents
a lamellar/needle like structure, with crystal well aligned along the vertical
direction. The dis-homogeneity of the film seems to be within few tens of nm,
which is well below the experimental limits for the dispersion error.
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Figure 94: Top view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at room
temperature on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate, using a 10 nm thick chromium buffer.
Figure 95: Side view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at room
temperature on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
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Figure 96: Top view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 100 C
on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
Figure 97: Side view of a Te sample, nominal thickness of 400 nm, deposited at 100 C
on a 10 µm thick HOPG substrate.
7
E X P E R I M E N TA L T E S T S
After the positive outcome of theoretical calculations, two tests were arranged
to obtain some information about the actual behavior of the cooling system.
The setup used in the first test was rather simple, consisting mainly of an
IR-LASER as heat source and a thermal camera to measure the temperature;
the test was designed to provide just a rough estimate of the target/graphite
system thermal behavior. The second test had a higher degree of complexity,
since it involved the usage of a cooling system, several detectors and an ion
beam. The purpose of this latter test was to evaluate the impact of adding a
sample holder/heat sink in the dissipation chain.
7.1 laser test
As aforementioned, the first test was mostly aimed to estimate the dissipating
capabilities of the target-graphite system alone, without any copper sample
holder. To this end, the first Sn target produced on the 10 µm thick HOPG was
irradiated with an infrared LASER having a wavelength of 808 nm and 20 W of
maximum output power. The conditions in which this test had been run may
seem distant from the actual experimental conditions. While this is partially
true, the information which can be gathered could be quite useful. There exist
moreover, some limits related to the complexity of running a test with a full
operating cooling system in an ion beam facility. For example, the difficulty of
finding a suitable facility, with an ion beam of sufficient intensity and a scat-
tering chamber big and versatile enough to host the LN2 based sample holder
and cooling circuit. It is clear that the implementation of such an experimental
setup would be much richer in gained information, but would also require a
much longer time for preparation.
With a much simpler apparatus, it would be possible to probe a fundamental
parameter: the adhesion and the heat transfer between the target and the sub-
strate, which in the calculation is supposed perfect. A LASER is in this case
even better than an ion beam, since it would be fully absorbed in the most
superficial part of the Sn layer. Also, it does not require a vacuum system and
chamber to operate: an optical table with a suitable alignment system in a at-
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mosphere controlled lab would suffice. As already said, the used Sn target is
the one deposited at 175 C on HOPG, whose SEM image is reported in figure
69. This sample, the first deposited on 10 µm thick HOPG, pointed out the
difference in surface properties with respect to the thicker substrate and the
necessity to find again the best deposition parameters. The Sn droplets form
a discontinuous film partially exposing the underlying graphite substrate. De-
spite this fact, the droplets cover the major part of the substrate. The disconti-
nuity along the plane is not a major issue, since the heat conduction along the
target plane is not that important to the dissipating mechanism. The great part
of the heat is, in fact, supposed to quickly pass in the graphite.
Figure 98: Setup of the LASER test, showing the position of various instruments. The
target, not visible, faces the LASER system; the aluminum sample holder has a channel
1 cm large in the center, to allow measurements in the back part of the graphite.
The experimental setup is shown in figure 98. The aluminum sample holder
is hollow inside, with a flat face pierced by numerous small holes. Connecting
a vacuum pump to it, it is possible to fix the graphite substrate to it by suction.
In figure 99 is shown the target and the holes can be seen as well. Tape has
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been used to further fix the sample and to seal the remaining holes.
The IR LASER is brought close to the target by a focusing system, which pre-
vents the spreading of the beam spot. A thermal camera had been placed
diagonally with respect to the LASER direction; the camera allowed to collect
thermal maps of the tin target, recording images and videos of the sample ther-
mal profile. Behind the target, a 1 cm large channel in the aluminum sample
holder allows to use a pyrometer to keep track of the temperature also on the
back of the sample. Finally, a thermocouple was placed on the aluminum sam-
ple holder in order to monitor its temperature, which will influence the final
temperature of the target.
Figure 99: Sn sample used in the test. The holes used for keeping the sample in
position can be spot below the tape. The picture was taken after the irradiation.
The maximum output power of the LASER is 20 W, which is about the
power a 35 µA ion beam would deposit. However, the test had been performed
without a cooling system, hence such power would had been excessive. The
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Figure 100: Frame of a video of the heating test performed with an output power of
12 W. The frame is taken after 1 second of irradiation.
irradiation was performed by steps to keep the target in a safe range; the
maximum reached power was of 12 W, which correspond to a 21 µA ion beam
current. Such value does not correspond to the actual absorbed power, which
depends on a number of factors. In fact, a drawback of using a LASER instead
of an ion beam is the presence of light related issues, like reflection, which
has a non negligible influence on the effective absorbed power. For bulk tin,
reflection is evaluated in about 80% of the incoming radiation [61], so that only
about 3 W of the total output of 12 W would be absorbed. Evaluating the
precise amount of absorbed energy for the sample used in the test is not an
easy task, due to the film structure and the partial exposure of the substrate;
since the final temperature depends mainly on the absorbed power, its effective
value could be estimated fitting the data with numerical evaluations.
The sample was irradiated at several values of the output power: 3 W, 6 W,
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9 W and 12 W; each irradiation step lasted for several minutes, although the
stationary state is reached in less than a second.
The temperature was measured both on the target, with the thermal camera,
and on the graphite, using the pyrometer. A typical temperature map obtained
with the thermal camera is reported in figure 100, which shows a target irradi-
ated with a LASER power of 12 W. The measurement was performed to verify
the thermal uniformity along the direction perpendicular to the plane, along
which the graphite possesses a poor thermal conductivity. The agreement be-
tween the two instruments was very good, as shown in figure 101.
Figure 101: Comparison between the temperature measured on the target (thermal
camera) and on the rear side of the graphite (pyrometer).
The rise in temperature is linearly proportional to the absorbed power: the
steeper the slope, the higher the absorbed power. However, as mentioned
above, for this particular target the precise evaluation of the reflected and ab-
sorbed power is not trivial. The experimental data were hence fitted with theo-
retical data, evaluated with the numerical code of section 4.1. The best fit with
the collected data at 3 W, 6 W, 9 W and 12 W was found for ion beam currents
of 2.5 µA, 5 µA, 7.5 µA and 10 µA, respectively. The comparison is reported
in figure 102. The temperature increase provoked by the power deposited by
such beams is close the the measured ones, within a 10% error; this is a rea-
sonable value, considering the thermal camera error, the partial coverage, the
air, ect. Thus, the effective absorbed power is estimated to be roughly 50% of
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Figure 102: Comparison between the measured temperature at several nominal
LASER output energies (blue line) and the numerical calculation (orange line), per-
formed at 2.5 µA, 5 µA, 7.5 µA and 10 µA, respectively.
the incoming radiation. The slope of the two data-set is slightly different, but
their trend is similar: both of them are linear, meaning that the heat diffusion
mechanism is the one supposed in the calculations.
The described test was designed to give only qualitative information about the
target/graphite system thermal behavior, yet, considering the experimental
conditions, the agreement between theory and experimental data is certainly
satisfying.
After the irradiation a black spot appeared where the LASER impinged, as it
can be seen in figure 99. At first it could seem that the film was evaporated,
but FESEM images proved that the film is still present. The darker appearance
is given by small structural damages suffered by the droplets, shown in figure
103, which probably split due to the sudden strong heating.
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Figure 103: Top view of the Sn target region irradiated with a LASER. The strong
sudden absorbed power caused the fracture of the tin droplets, which cause the dark
appearance. However, the material did not evaporate.
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7.2 beam test at unam
The scope of the second test was more ambitious with respect to the first one.
The greatest difference lies in the type of heat source, which now is an ion
beam. The beam is composed by 12C ions with charge state 3+, at the fixed
energy of 3 MeV. The maximum intensity can reach up to 50 µA before the col-
limator, an aperture which shrinks the beam diameter to 3 mm, losing about
50% of the initial beam intensity. For a C ion, 3 MeV is too low of an energy
for passing through the target/graphite; the beam fully stops inside the target,
making the evaluation of the total deposited energy rather simple. Supposing
a beam current of 1 µA, the number of ions is ≈ 2 · 1012 ion/s; if each one of
them deposits 3 MeV, then a 1 µA beam releases about 1 W of power in the
target.
The used sample holder was a prototype of the design described in section 5.1.
The material of choice was copper, due to its high conductivity and consider-
able thermal capacity. The two halves which compose the sample holder are
shown disassembled in figure 104.
When the two pieces are joined together, they clamp tightly the graphite
substrate; a hollow channel in correspondence with the target allows the pas-
sage of the beam. The liquid nitrogen can enter the circuit thanks to a pass-
through flange; the inlets make the coolant enter the sample holder from the
bottom, the outlets are instead placed on the top. This configuration, shown
in figure 105, reduces the possibilities of forming bubbles in the circuit, which
would hamper a smooth flow and, consequently, the cooling efficiency.
The scattering chamber, a picture of which is reported in figure 106, fea-
tured several detectors, namely a X-rays detector, Rutherford Backscattering
Detector and a Faraday cup. The Faraday cup was placed right behind the
target; it has been used to measure the effective intensity of the beam current
and to check the integrity of the target itself. The temperature of the target was
monitored with a thermal camera, placed outside the vacuum chamber, thanks
to an IR-transparent Ge window 2 mm2 large. Measurements were performed
on graphite and Sn targets, at different beam intensities, while a Te target was
used in another facility for different purposes (see section 7.2.3).
7.2.1 Graphite target
The graphite target was used to test the setup without using the liquid ni-
trogen circuit. The test on the functionality of the apparatus was performed
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(a) View of the sample holder chambers, in
which LN2 flows.
(b) Actual appearance of the disassembled ob-
ject. The two chambers are sealed by solder-
ing a disk shaped cap.
Figure 104: Prototype of the LN2 cooled sample holder. The two halves are joined by
six screws; the inlets are clearly visible on the right-hand side of both of the images, the
outlets are diametrically opposed to them. Most of the graphite surface is clamped and
only the target is exposed.
using beams of 3 µA and 5 µA, taking several measurements for each intensity.
Some of these measurements were heavily affected by IR reflections and by the
smallness of the IR window, resulting in not-coherent data: the final measured
temperature was in fact the same even doubling the beam current. A better po-
sitioning and focusing of the thermal camera allowed to collect more reliable
experimental data.
Although for just two different values of input power, the agreement be-
tween the expected and measured values is positive. The setup proved to work
properly, so an actual target was used for the subsequent measurements.
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Figure 105: A complete cooling setup. The target is clamped by the sample holder,
which is fixed to the pass-through flange by a metal slab. Liquid nitrogen enters from
the inlets placed at the bottom of the sample holder and exit from the upward outlets.
Figure 106: A view of the inside of the vacuum chamber. Following the labels order,
the detectors are: 1) Rutherford Backscattering Detector, 2) X-ray detector, 3) Faraday
Cup (not shown).
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Figure 107: Temperature increments measured at 3 µA and 5 µA of C ion beam,
charged 3+, compared with numerical results obtained for the same input powers.
7.2.2 Tin target
In this test, liquid nitrogen was used to cool down the target. It took about
half an hour to bring the circuit to the LN2 temperature, event which was sig-
naled by the spilling of liquid nitrogen from the outlets. A reservoir of LN2
was placed higher up with respect to the vacuum chamber, so that the fluid
could flow into the circuit by gravity. A problem that could have been arisen
concerns the structural changes which tin undergoes when cooled below 13.2
◦C: it passes from the so-called β phase to the α phase, which has a lower den-
sity and higher brittleness [62]. The transition, commonly referred as ‘tin pest‘
for its destructive effects, could cause the detachment from the substrate, thus
compromising the target. However, a number of factors must concur to make
the transition to happen, and such transition was not observed.
The thermal camera lower limit is −40◦, therefore it cannot measure the low-
est temperature reached by the system. Unfortunately, reflections and noise
coming from the objects surrounding the sample hampered accurate measure-
ments even when the target was close to be at room temperature. The target
was in fact irradiated at several beam intensities, but for currents below 5 µA
was not possible to collect any data. Only using a beam current of 5 µA and 7
µA the temperature rose enough to be measured. The measured values of the
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Sn temperature are reported as a function of the beam current in figure 108,
together with the numerical calculations.
Figure 108: Maximum temperatures measured at 5 µA and 7 µA of C ion beam,
charged 3+, compared with numerical results obtained for the same input powers. For
beam currents below 5 µA no data were collected, due to the low S/N ratio (low tem-
perature of the target surrounded by warm objects).
Like the previous test on graphite, the experimental values are in good
agreement with the expected values. The experimental conditions at UNAM
were closer to the actual NUMEN experiment than the ones of the first test,
performed with a LASER in air; however, the beam had a too low energy
to pass through the target, depositing its energy in the outer layers of the
target. Despite the profile of the deposited energy differed from the one used
in numerical evaluations, the data collected both with Sn and graphite target
agreed satisfactorily with the expected ones.
7.2.3 RBS at ININ
A second C beam was also available in another facility, the Instituto Nacional
de Investigaciones Nucleares (ININ). Here, the beam was much less intense
with respect to UNAM, the maximum current peaking at 1 µA, but it had
a higher energy, equal to 17 MeV and sufficient to pass through the target/-
graphite system. The beam intensity was too low to perform a thermal stress
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test, therefore this beam was used to perform a RBS measurement on a Te tar-
get.
The target was hosted in a simple sample holder made of two Cu disks, screwed
together and connected to a heat sink (figure 109). In fact, even if the beam in-
tensity was rather low, just 800 nA, the deposited power was around 4 W. The
temperature, monitored with a thermal camera, did not changed from room
temperature.
Figure 109: Sample holder used at ININ to perform RBS measurements. The heat
generated by the beam was dissipated in a cold sink.
The measurement lasted for 20 minutes with an average of 400 particles
collected per second on the Si detector. The detector was placed at 158, 3◦ with
respect to the beam axis. The thickness of the Te film was estimated using the
software SIMNRA, resulting to be 612 nm, higher than the nominal value of
400 nm. The collected data and the simulated spectrum are shown in figure
110.
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Figure 110: RBS spectrum of a Te sample. The measured thickness was found to be
612 nm, higher than the nominal value of 400 nm. The thickness was calculated using
the software SIMNRA.
8
C O N C L U S I O N S
The NUMEN project aims to measure the cross section of a strong process,
the Double Charge Exchange (DCE). The acquired information will be used to
evaluate the Nuclear Matrix Elements (NME) of Neutrinoless Double β-Decay
(0νββ), a process which involves weak mechanisms. Most of the isotopes stud-
ied in NUMEN are in fact used also in experiments searching for 0νββ.
To collect a statistically significant amount of data, NUMEN will use high in-
tensity 18O and 20Ne ion beams, up to a current of 50 µA. In order to preserve
the resolution of the measurements, the thickness of the targets is limited to
few hundreds of nm; the targets, however, must endure the high power densi-
ties deposited by the beam, that are on the order of 5 · 105 W/cm2. Calculation
showed that just clamping those target with a cold frame would not have been
sufficient to dissipate the inlet power; to avoid overheating the target, it had
been decided to use a highly conductive substrate made of Highly Oriented Py-
rolytic Graphite (HOPG). This material, an allotrope form of carbon composed
by stacks of graphene layers, possesses a thermal conductivity comparable to
that of diamond (≈2000 W/m·K) and is just 10 µm thick. Numerical calcula-
tions, performed with a code written in MatLab language, showed that targets
made of Sn, Cd, Te and Ge are theoretically able to tolerate beam currents of
50 µA; a target of Se would be able to safely withstand 35 µA.
Numerical calculation was followed by the design of a sample holder effec-
tively capable of dissipating the heat received by the graphite. The first de-
signed cooling system is based on liquid nitrogen and has a very simple design,
but it is more suited for testing than for the actual experiment; this is mainly
due to the mechanical constraints on hosting and moving the LN2 system in-
side the scattering chamber.
A second sample holder made of copper was designed to fit the cold finger of
a cryocooler, a compact cooler able to maintain the sample stage at 40 K. This
cooling system leaves more degrees of freedom in the positioning of the target
inside the scattering chamber and allows to maintain the copper holder at a
much lower cooling temperature. The temperature gap between the cryocooler
cold finger (at 40 K) and the copper holder has been evaluated using the soft-
ware COMSOL. Thanks to this software, the shape of the holder has been
optimized and the gap has been calculated of the order of ≈ 10 K, showing a
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good improvement with respect to the LN2 system. Afterward, the production
of Sn and Te target started, using Electron Beam Deposition (EBD) as deposi-
tion technique. A thorough study was performed to find the best deposition
parameters, given the lack of literature and the peculiarity of the challenging
substrate. For Sn films, heating the substrate during the deposition allows
to obtain a flatter film; a further improvement in uniformity is given by the
usage of a chromium buffer, which enhances the adhesion between the sub-
strate and the film. A flat and uniform Te film was easier to achieve: in fact,
whether deposited at room temperature or 100 ◦C, with or without a Cr buffer,
results were satisfying. All of the produced samples were characterized using
a FESEM microscope, to check the uniformity in the substrate coverage and
thickness.
Finally, two experiments were performed to have some experimental compar-
ison with the numerical calculations. The first one was aimed to test the heat
conduction between a Sn target and the graphite substrate, which is fundamen-
tal for a good efficiency of the cooling system. A LASER, with a output power
of several W, was used to heat the center of the target held by an Al sample
holder. The test was performed in air with no cooling and several different
LASER output powers. The agreement with theoretical calculations resulted to
be very good, suggesting a proper functioning of the graphite substrate.
The second test was performed at UNAM, Mexico City, using a low energy,
high intensity carbon ion beam. The test was performed in a vacuum cham-
ber equipped with a number of detectors (RBS, X-ray, Faraday cup,...) and the
temperature of the used graphite and Sn targets was monitored with a thermal
camera. A liquid nitrogen cooled substrate was used to cool down the targets
during irradiation. Again, the measured temperatures agreed quite good with
the numerical calculations, validating the positive impact of the graphite sub-
strate on the target heat resistance.
In a second facility, ININ, a low intensity C beam has been used to measure the
effective thickness of a Te sample. The measured thickness resulted to be 612
nm, higher than the nominal value of 400 nm. No cooling was provided, yet
the target temperature did not rise appreciably even if the beam was depositing
4 W of power during the RBS characterization.
Appendices
A
A P P E N D I X A
a.1 numerical solution of the heat equation
The main function of the code is called launcher.m. Here, it is possible to
choose the target material, the energy of the beam and its intensity; other pa-
rameters can be modified quite freely: graphite thickness, mesh density, cold
temperature, etc. The heat generated inside the target and the HOPG substrate
is calculated in the function bethe_bloch. Given a certain energy step dE, the
function calculates the corresponding space interval dx using the Bethe-Bloch
formula. The material physical and nuclear characteristics (density, specific
heat, thermal conductivity, atomic and mass number) and the nuclear quanti-
ties of the ion beam (binding energy, atomic and mass number) are given by
the functions materials.m and ionbeam.m, respectively.
After having selected the input parameters, a matrix called dummyTemp is cre-
ated; it serves to calculate the derivatives of the temperature and, to this end,
it has 2 extra mesh points along the r- and z-axis with respect to the actual
temperature matrix dimension. The extra points are necessary to compute the
second derivatives in the boundary points; in fact such derivatives, for the ith
point, need the i− 1th and i + 1th points. The temperature of the extra cells is
later set equal to the boundary of the actual temperature matrix, in order to
have no impact on the derivatives.
Lastly, two f or loops contain the function designated for the calculation of
the temperature equation, called temp_ f unction.m. Such function is solved 10
times for each order of magnitude in time.
Listing A.1: launcher.m is the main function of the code.
1 %%%%%−−− Script for thermal analysis−−− %%%%
2
3 format long
4 clc
5
6 %%%−− Set ''target_name'' equal to: 116Sn, 116Cd, 76Se, 76Ge or 130
Te −−%%%
7
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8 target_name='116Sn';
9 Z_t=0.4e−3; %[mm]
10
11 %%%−− Substrate
12
13 Z_g=5e−3; % graphite thickness [mm]
14
15 %%%−− Set ''beam_type'' equal to: 18O, 18Ne, 20Ne, 20O, 12C, 28Si
16
17 beam_type='18O';
18 ion_energy= 15; %[MeV/u]
19 current=50; %[uA]
20 charge_state=8;
21
22 %%%−− Select the parameters −−%%%
23
24 [G_heat, T_heat,rho_t,c_t,k_t]=bethe_bloch(target_name, ion_energy,
current,beam_type, charge_state, Z_t, Z_g);
25
26 %%%−− Parameters −−%%%
27
28 R_b=1; % beam radius
29 R_t=5; % target radius
30
31 Nr_in=R_b*10; % integer number of elements in r, under
beam
32 Nr_out=(R_t−R_b)*10; % integer number of elements in r, outside
beam
33 Nz_t=2; % integer number of elements in z, target
34 Nz_g=23; % integer number of elements in z, graphite
35 Nr_tot=Nr_out+Nr_in;
36 Nz_tot=Nz_t+Nz_g;
37 Tc=100; % cold temperature [K]
38
39 dummyTemp=ones(Nr_tot+2, Nz_tot+2)*Tc; % matrix of temperatures.
The 2 extra cells per vector serve to allow the calculation of
the second derivatives
40
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41 %%% choose either to continue an old calculation or to start a new
one
42 %[ dummyTemp ] = load_data( dummyTemp );
43
44 %%%−− Evaluate the Temperature
45 for N_time= 1e1
46 for tenths=1:10
47
48 [ Temp, dummyTemp ] =temp_function(T_heat,G_heat,
target_name, beam_type, ion_energy, current, rho_t, c_t,
k_t, Z_t, N_time,tenths,dummyTemp,R_b, R_t, Z_g, Nr_in,
Nr_out, Nz_t, Nz_g, Nr_tot, Nz_tot, Tc);
49
50 end
51 end
52
53 for N_time= [ 1e2 1e3 1e4 1e5 1e6 1e7 1e8 1e9]
54 for tenths=2:10
55
56 [ Temp, dummyTemp ] =temp_function(T_heat,G_heat,
target_name, beam_type, ion_energy, current, rho_t, c_t,
k_t, Z_t, N_time,tenths,dummyTemp,R_b, R_t, Z_g, Nr_in,
Nr_out, Nz_t, Nz_g, Nr_tot, Nz_tot, Tc);
57
58 end
59 end
Listing A.2: bethe_bloch.m calculates the heat generated inside the target and the
HOPG substrate.
1 function[G_heat, T_heat,rho_t,c_t,k_t]=bethe_bloch(target_name, Ek_u
, current, beam_type, charge_state, Z_t, thick_g)
2
3 %%% space −−−−> [mm]
4 %%% energy, mass −−−−> [MeV]
5
6 %%%−−−−−−− Constants−−−−−−−−%%%
7 p_mass=938.271998; % MeV
8 n_mass=939.565413; % MeV
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9 m_e=0.511; % MeV
10 e=1.60217662e−19;
11 Na=6.022e23;
12 c=29979245800;
13
14 %%%−−− Medium Material −−−%%%
15
16 [rho_t,c_t,k_t,A,Z]=materials(target_name);
17
18 %%%−−− use these variables if using a different target than
NUMEN ones
19 % rho= ; % g/cm^3
20 % A= ;
21 % Z= ;
22
23 %%%−−− Substrate −−−%%%
24
25 rho_g=2130e−9;
26 A_g=12;
27 Z_g=6;
28
29 %%%−−− Projectile −−−%%%
30
31 [a,z,n,E_b]=ionbeam(beam_type);
32
33 %%%−−− use these variables if using a different projectiles than
NUMEN ones
34 % E_b=92.161751; % MeV http://barwinski.net/isotopes/
query_select.php
35 % z=6;
36 % a=12;
37 % n=a−z;
38
39 mass=z*p_mass+n*n_mass−E_b; % MeV
40 Ek_tot=Ek_u*a;
41
42 %%%%% BEAM INTENSITY %%%%%%%%%%%%
43
44 particles=current*1e−6/(charge_state*e);
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45
46 %%%−−−−−−− Constants in Bethe−Bloch−−−−−−−−%%%
47 K=0.307075e5; % 4*pi*Na*r_e^2*me
48 bc_t=K*rho_t*z^2*Z/A; % bethe bloch first factors for target
49 bc_g=K*rho_g*z^2*Z_g/A_g; % bethe bloch first factors for
substrate
50 dE=0.00001; % MeV
51 I=0.000016*Z^0.9; % MeV
52 I_g=0.000016*Z_g^0.9; % MeV
53
54 %%%−−−−−−− Inizializing vectors −−−−−−−−%%%
55 x=0;
56 i=1;
57
58 while x(i,1)<Z_t
59 E_tot(i,1)=Ek_tot(i,1)+mass; % total energy of the
projectile
60 beta(i,1)=sqrt(E_tot(i,1)^2−mass^2)/E_tot(i,1);
61 gamma(i,1)=sqrt(1/(1−beta(i,1)^2));
62 eta(i,1)=1−1.85*exp(−2*137*beta(i,1)/z^(2/3));
63 Tmax(i,1)=(gamma(i,1).*beta(i,1))^2/(1/(2*m_e)+gamma(i,1)/
mass+m_e/(2*mass^2));
64 dEdx(i,1)=eta(i,1)*bc_t./beta(i,1)^2*(0.5*log(beta(i,1)^2*
gamma(i,1)^2*Tmax(i,1)/I^2)−beta(i,1)^2);
65 dx=dE./dEdx(i,1);
66 i=i+1;
67 Ek_tot(i,1)=Ek_tot(i−1)−dE;
68 x(i,1)=x(i−1)+dx;
69 end
70
71 N_target=i−1; % functions points from 0 to N_target are within
the target
72
73 while (x(i,1))<thick_g+Z_t
74 E_tot(i,1)=Ek_tot(i,1)+mass;
% total energy of the projectile
75 beta(i,1)=sqrt(E_tot(i,1)^2−mass^2)/E_tot(i,1);
76 gamma(i,1)=sqrt(1/(1−beta(i,1)^2));
77 eta(i,1)=1−1.85*exp(−2*137*beta(i,1)/z^(2/3));
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78 Tmax(i,1)=(gamma(i,1).*beta(i,1))^2/(1/(2*m_e)+gamma(i,1)/
mass+m_e/(2*mass^2));
79 dEdx(i,1)=bc_g./beta(i,1)^2*(0.5*log(beta(i,1)^2*gamma(i,1)
^2*Tmax(i,1)/I_g^2)−beta(i,1)^2);
80 dx_gra=dE./dEdx(i,1);
81 i=i+1;
82 Ek_tot(i,1)=Ek_tot(i−1)−dE;
83 x(i,1)=x(i−1)+dx_gra;
84 end
85
86 N_tot=i−1;
87 N_gra=i−N_target;
88 Eloss_target=dE*(N_target); % MeV lost by a single ion in
target
89 Eloss_gra=dE*(N_gra); % MeV lost by a single ion in
graphite
90
91 T_heat=Eloss_target*e*1e6*particles;
92 G_heat=Eloss_gra*e*1e6*particles;
93 W_tot=G_heat+T_heat;
94
95 end
Listing A.3: materials.m loads the material density, specific heat, thermal conductiv-
ity, atomic and mass number.
1
2 function [rho,A,Z,E_b_tar]=materials( target_name )
3
4 if strcmp( target_name,'116Sn')==1
5
6 rho=7.310; % target density [g/cm^3]
7 A=116;
8 Z=50;
9 E_b_tar=989;
10
11 elseif strcmp( target_name,'116Cd')==1
12
13 rho=8.650; % target density [g/cm^3]
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14 A=116;
15 Z=48;
16 E_b_tar=987;
17
18 elseif strcmp( target_name,'76Se')==1
19
20 rho=4.819; % target density [g/cm^3]
21 A=76;
22 Z=34;
23 E_b_tar=662.0721;
24
25 elseif strcmp( target_name,'76Ge')==1
26
27 rho=5.323; % target density [g/cm^3]
28 A=76;
29 Z=32;
30 E_b_tar=661.5981;
31
32 elseif strcmp( target_name,'130Te')==1
33
34 rho=6.240; % target density [g/cm^3]
35 A=130;
36 Z=52;
37 E_b_tar=1095.942505;
38
39 end
40
41 end
Listing A.4: ionbeam.m loads the nuclear quantities of the ion beam.
1 function [a,z,n,E_b]=ionbeam( projectile )
2
3 if strcmp( projectile,'18O')==1
4
5 E_b=139.807053; % MeV Total binding Energy
6 z=8;
7 a=18;
8 n=a−z;
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9
10 elseif strcmp( projectile,'20Ne')==1
11
12 E_b=160.644852; % MeV
13 z=10;
14 a=20;
15 n=a−z;
16
17 elseif strcmp( projectile,'18Ne')==1
18
19 E_b=132.153488; % MeV
20 z=10;
21 a=18;
22 n=a−z;
23
24 elseif strcmp( projectile,'20O')==1
25
26 E_b=151.370728; % MeV
27 z=8;
28 a=20;
29 n=a−z;
30
31
32 elseif strcmp( projectile,'12C')==1
33
34 E_b=92.161751; % MeV
35 z=6;
36 a=12;
37 n=a−z;
38
39
40 elseif strcmp( projectile,'28Si')==1
41
42 E_b=236.536880; % MeV
43 z=14;
44 a=28;
45 n=a−z;
46 end
47
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48 end
In the function temp_ f unction.m the time and space infinitesimals are de-
fined; in particular, the time interval is defined relatively to the space intervals,
following the criteria for an explicit computational method.
The r- and z- axis are created using the function vettori.m, based on the mesh
and space intervals. After having defined the axis, another function called
beam_heat.m deals with the profile of the beam, creating a gaussian profile
based upon the variables defined so far.
The core of the code is the f ast_central_deriv.m function, which calculates the
first and second derivatives along r- and z- coordinates. The values of the
derivatives are then summed up in the temperature equation, together with
the incoming heat. The equation is iteratively solved and the result of the cur-
rent time step is then stored in a plot. The plot is automatically saved in two
files, as a matrix of values and as a jpeg image.
Listing A.5: temp_ f unction.m solves the temperature equation.
1
2 function [Temp, dummyTemp]= temp_function (T_heat,G_heat,
target_name, beam_type, ion_energy, current, rho_t, c_t, k_t, Z_t
, N_time,tenths,dummyTemp,R_b, R_t, Z_g, Nr_in, Nr_out, Nz_t,
Nz_g, Nr_tot, Nz_tot, Tc)
3
4 %%% Function for temperature numerical solution
5
6 %%% physical parameters: units
7 % k=[J/(mm*s*K)]
8 % rho=[Kg/mm^3]
9 % c=[J/Kg*K]
10
11 k_gr=1950e−3; %[J/(mm*s*K)]
12 k_gz=6e−3; %[J/(mm*s*K)]
13 rho_g=2130e−9; %[Kg/mm^3]
14 c_g=720; %[J/Kg*K]
15
16 %%% geometrical parameters: units [mm]
17
18 dr_in=R_b/Nr_in; % infinitesimal distance
in r, under beam
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19 dr_out=(R_t−R_b)/Nr_out; % infinitesimal distance
in r, outside beam
20 dz_t=Z_t/Nz_t; % infinitesimal distance
in z, in target
21 dz_g=Z_g/Nz_g; % infinitesimal distance
in z, in graphite
22 dt_values=0.25*[rho_t*c_t/k_t*dz_t^2 rho_t*c_t/k_t*dr_in^2 rho_g*c_g
/k_gz*dz_g^2 rho_g*c_g/k_gr*dr_in^2];
23 dt=min(dt_values(dt_values>0)); % infinitesimal time interval for
the explicit method with central derivatives
24
25 Calculation_length=dt*N_time*tenths; % time covered by the code [s
]
26 Total_iter=N_time*tenths;
27
28 k_rhoc_r=zeros(Nr_tot,Nz_tot);
29 k_rhoc_z=zeros(Nr_tot,Nz_tot);
30 Dr=zeros(Nr_tot, Nz_tot);
31 D2r=zeros(Nr_tot, Nz_tot);
32 D2z=zeros(Nr_tot, Nz_tot);
33
34 [r,z]=vettori(R_b, Z_t,Nr_in, Nr_tot, Nz_t, Nz_tot,dr_in,dr_out,dz_t
,dz_g );
35
36 DQ=beam_heat(T_heat,G_heat,r,R_t,Z_t,Z_g, Nr_tot,Nz_tot, Nz_t,Nz_g,
rho_t,c_t,rho_g,c_g,dr_in, dz_t,dz_g); % gaussian heat in
target and graphite
37
38 k_rhoc_r(1:Nr_tot,1:Nz_t)=k_t/(rho_t*c_t);
39 k_rhoc_r(1:Nr_tot,Nz_t+1:Nz_tot)=k_gr/(rho_g*c_g);
40 k_rhoc_z(1:Nr_tot,1:Nz_t)=k_t/(rho_t*c_t);
41 k_rhoc_z(1:Nr_tot,Nz_t+1:Nz_tot)=k_gz/(rho_g*c_g);
42
43 for iter=1:N_time
44
45 [Dr,D2r,D2z]=fast_central_deriv(Dr,D2r,D2z,Nr_tot,Nz_t,Nz_tot,dr_in,
dz_t,dz_g,dummyTemp); % function for the calculation of the
derivatives along r and z.
46
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47 %%%%% Temperature update %%%%%%
48
49 Temp_Before=dummyTemp(:,:);
50
51 for j=1:Nz_tot
52
53 dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j+1)=Temp_Before(2:Nr_tot+1,j+1)+(
k_rhoc_r(:,j).*(D2r(:,j)+Dr(:,j)./r(:))+k_rhoc_z(:,j).*
D2z(:,j)+DQ(:,j)).*dt; % Temperature update
54
55 end
56
57 dummyTemp(:,1)=dummyTemp(:,2); % boundary
update
58 dummyTemp(1,:)=dummyTemp(2,:); % boundary
update
59 dummyTemp(:,Nz_tot+2)=dummyTemp(:,Nz_tot+1); % boundary
update
60
61 %%%%%−−−−−−−end of section−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%%%%
62
63 end
64
65 Temp=dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,2:Nz_tot+1);
66
67 figure
68
69 surf(z*1e3,r,Temp,'FaceColor', 'interp')
70 colormap default
71 view(150, 40)
72
73 title_m1=['Target: ', num2str(target_name), ', ',num2str(Z_t*1e3), '
\mum thick' ];
74 title_m2=['Beam: ',num2str(current), ' \muA of ', beam_type, ' ions
at ', num2str(ion_energy),' MeV/nucleon'];
75 title_m3=['Time span: ',num2str(Calculation_length), ' s, ', 'dt=',
num2str(dt), ' s '];
76
77 title({title_m1; title_m2; title_m3})
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78 xlabel('Depth [\mum]')
79 ylabel('Radius [mm]')
80 zlabel('Temperature [K]')
81
82 filename = [num2str(target_name), '_',num2str(Z_t*1e6), 'nm_',
num2str(ion_energy), 'MeV_',num2str(current), 'uA_',num2str(
Total_iter),'iter'];
83 saveas(gca, [pwd '\Plots\' filename '.fig']);
84 saveas(gca, [pwd '\Plots\' filename '.jpg']);
85
86 close all
87
88 end
Listing A.6: vettori.m creates the r- and z-axis.
1 function [ r,z] = vettori(R_b, Z_t,Nr_in, Nr_tot, Nz_t, Nz_tot,dr_in
,dr_out,dz_t,dz_g )
2
3 %
4
5 r=ones(Nr_tot,1);
6 z=ones(Nz_tot,1);
7 %t=ones(N_time,1);
8
9 %%% r
10
11 for i=1:Nr_in
12 r(i)=(i−0.5)*dr_in;
13 end
14
15 for i=Nr_in+1:Nr_tot
16 r(i)=R_b+(i−Nr_in−0.5)*dr_out;
17 end
18
19 %%% z
20
21 for j=1:Nz_t
22 z(j)=(j−0.5)*dz_t;
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23 end
24
25 for j=Nz_t+1:Nz_tot
26 z(j)=Z_t+(j−Nz_t−0.5)*dz_g;
27 end
28
29 %%% t
30
31 % for l=1:N_time
32 % t(l)=(l−1)*dtime;
33 % end
34 end
Listing A.7: beam_heat.m creates the gaussian profile of the beam based on the input
parameters.
1 function [ DQ ] = beam_heat(T_heat,G_heat,r,R_t,Z_t,Z_g, Nr_tot,
Nz_tot, Nz_t,Nz_g,rho_t,c_t,rho_g,c_g,dr_in, dz_t,dz_g)
2
3 DQ=zeros(Nr_tot,Nz_tot);
4
5 sigma=1;
6
7 qt=T_heat/(sigma^2*(1−exp(−0.5*(R_t/sigma)^2))*Z_t*2*pi); % [J/(s*mm
^3)] gaussian's maximum height in target
8 qg=G_heat/(sigma^2*(1−exp(−0.5*(R_t/sigma)^2))*Z_g*2*pi); % [J/(s*mm
^3)] gaussian's maximum height in graphite
9
10 E_gauss_t=qt*exp(−r.^2/(2*sigma^2)); % [J/(s*mm^3)] gaussian
density over r in target
11 E_gauss_g=qg*exp(−r.^2/(2*sigma^2)); % [J/(s*mm^3)] gaussian
density over r in graphite
12
13 J1=sum(E_gauss_t.*r*2*pi*dr_in*dz_t)*Nz_t; % [J/s] total heat in
target
14 J2=sum(E_gauss_g.*r*2*pi*dr_in*dz_g)*Nz_g; % [J/s] total heat in
graphite
15
16 for j=1:Nz_t
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17
18 DQ(1:Nr_tot,j)=E_gauss_t(1:Nr_tot)/(rho_t*c_t); % [K/s]
temperature rise in target
19
20 end
21
22 for j=Nz_t+1:Nz_tot
23
24 DQ(1:Nr_tot,j)=E_gauss_g(1:Nr_tot)/(rho_g*c_g); % [K/s]
temperature rise in graphite
25
26 end
27
28 end
Listing A.8: f ast_central_deriv.m calculates the derivatives along r- and z-
coordinates.
1 function [Dr,D2r,D2z]=fast_central_deriv(Dr,D2r,D2z,Nr_tot,Nz_t,
Nz_tot,dr_in,dz_t,dz_g,dummyTemp )
2
3 % columns first, through all the range
4
5 % target region
6
7 for j=1:Nz_t−1
8 j4T=j+1;
9
10 Dr(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))
/(2*dr_in);
11 D2r(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,
j4T)+dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))/dr_in^2;
12 D2z(:,j)=(dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T+1)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot
+1,j4T)+dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T−1))/dz_t^2;
13
14 end
15
16 % target−graphite interface
17
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18 j=Nz_t;
19 j4T=j+1;
20
21 Dr(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))
/(2*dr_in);
22 D2r(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,
j4T)+dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))/dr_in^2;
23 D2z(:,j)=(dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T+1)/dz_g−(1/dz_g+1/dz_t)*
dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T)+dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T−1)/
dz_t)/dz_t;
24
25 % graphite region
26
27 for j=Nz_t+1:Nz_tot
28 j4T=j+1;
29
30 Dr(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))
/(2*dr_in);
31 D2r(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,
j4T)+dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))/dr_in^2;
32 D2z(:,j)=(dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T+1)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot
+1,j4T)+dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T−1))/dz_g^2;
33
34 end
35
36 end
a.2 monte carlo code
The calculation of the total energy resolution of DCE reactions has been per-
formed with a Monte Carlo code. The main code is called Resolution.m; here
the constants are initialized and it is possible to choose the target material,
thickness and non uniformity. It is possible to add a graphite substrate, with
its own thickness non uniformity. All of the superficial non uniformity are
supposed to follow a gaussian distribution, with a certain σtarget or σgraphite .
After having chosen the parameters, the functions Materials.m, ionbeam.m and
masses.m calculates all the quantities necessary for the calculation.
It is possible to choose the number of particles, which is also the number of
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iterations the code will perform. For each particle, the code works as follows.
The effective path that the particle will travel is calculated by adding to the
average thickness of the target a random number which follow a gaussian dis-
tribution with σ equal to σtarget. Same speech for the graphite, but for the σ
which is equal to σgraphite. In the newly calculated target thickness, the depth
at which the DCE reaction occurs is sorted randomly (it does not depend on
the target thickness).
The average energy loss and the straggling are calculated up to the reaction
point by using the Bethe Bloch formula and the Gaussian model, respectively.
The energy at which the DCE reaction occurs is calculated by adding a random
number, which follows the straggling gaussian distribution, to the average en-
ergy loss.
Listing A.9: Resolution.m is the main code in which all the contribution to the total
energy resolution are calculated.
1 function [Dr,D2r,D2z]=fast_central_deriv(Dr,D2r,D2z,Nr_tot,Nz_t,
Nz_tot,dr_in,dz_t,dz_g,dummyTemp )
2
3 % columns first, through all the range
4
5 % target region
6
7 for j=1:Nz_t−1
8 j4T=j+1;
9
10 Dr(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))
/(2*dr_in);
11 D2r(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,
j4T)+dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))/dr_in^2;
12 D2z(:,j)=(dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T+1)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot
+1,j4T)+dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T−1))/dz_t^2;
13
14 end
15
16 % target−graphite interface
17
18 j=Nz_t;
19 j4T=j+1;
20
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21 Dr(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))
/(2*dr_in);
22 D2r(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,
j4T)+dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))/dr_in^2;
23 D2z(:,j)=(dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T+1)/dz_g−(1/dz_g+1/dz_t)*
dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T)+dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T−1)/
dz_t)/dz_t;
24
25 % graphite region
26
27 for j=Nz_t+1:Nz_tot
28 j4T=j+1;
29
30 Dr(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))
/(2*dr_in);
31 D2r(:,j)=(dummyTemp(3:Nr_tot+2,j4T)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,
j4T)+dummyTemp(1:Nr_tot,j4T))/dr_in^2;
32 D2z(:,j)=(dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T+1)−2*dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot
+1,j4T)+dummyTemp(2:Nr_tot+1,j4T−1))/dz_g^2;
33
34 end
35
36 end
Listing A.10: materials.m loads the material density, binding energy, atomic and
mass number.
1
2 function [rho,A,Z,E_b_tar]=materials( target_name )
3
4 if strcmp( target_name,'116Sn')==1
5
6 rho=7.310; % target density [g/cm^3]
7 A=116;
8 Z=50;
9 E_b_tar=989;
10
11 elseif strcmp( target_name,'116Cd')==1
12
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13 rho=8.650; % target density [g/cm^3]
14 A=116;
15 Z=48;
16 E_b_tar=987;
17
18 elseif strcmp( target_name,'76Se')==1
19
20 rho=4.819; % target density [g/cm^3]
21 A=76;
22 Z=34;
23 E_b_tar=662.0721;
24
25 elseif strcmp( target_name,'76Ge')==1
26
27 rho=5.323; % target density [g/cm^3]
28 A=76;
29 Z=32;
30 E_b_tar=661.5981;
31
32 elseif strcmp( target_name,'130Te')==1
33
34 rho=6.240; % target density [g/cm^3]
35 A=130;
36 Z=52;
37 E_b_tar=1095.942505;
38
39 end
40
41 end
Listing A.11: ionbeam.m loads the nuclear quantities of the ion beam.
1 function [a,z,n,E_b]=ionbeam( projectile )
2
3 if strcmp( projectile,'18O')==1
4
5 E_b=139.807053; % MeV Total binding Energy
6 z=8;
7 a=18;
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8 n=a−z;
9
10 elseif strcmp( projectile,'20Ne')==1
11
12 E_b=160.644852; % MeV
13 z=10;
14 a=20;
15 n=a−z;
16
17 elseif strcmp( projectile,'18Ne')==1
18
19 E_b=132.153488; % MeV
20 z=10;
21 a=18;
22 n=a−z;
23
24 elseif strcmp( projectile,'20O')==1
25
26 E_b=151.370728; % MeV
27 z=8;
28 a=20;
29 n=a−z;
30
31
32 elseif strcmp( projectile,'12C')==1
33
34 E_b=92.161751; % MeV
35 z=6;
36 a=12;
37 n=a−z;
38
39
40 elseif strcmp( projectile,'28Si')==1
41
42 E_b=236.536880; % MeV
43 z=14;
44 a=28;
45 n=a−z;
46 end
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47
48 end
Listing A.12: masses.m calculates the masses in MeV of the nuclei involved in the
reaction.
1
2 function [m_proj, m_ejec, m_tar1, m_tar2]=masses(target_name)
3
4 global p_mass n_mass z_ejec
5
6 if strcmp( target_name,'116Sn')==1
7
8 A_tar1=116;
9 Z_tar1=50;
10 E_b_tar1=989;
11 A_tar2=116;
12 Z_tar2=48;
13 E_b_tar2=987;
14 E_b_proj=139.807053; % MeV Total binding Energy
15 z_proj=8;
16 a_proj=18;
17 E_b_ejec=132.153488; % MeV
18 z_ejec=10;
19 a_ejec=18;
20
21
22 elseif strcmp( target_name,'116Cd')==1
23
24 A_tar1=116;
25 Z_tar1=48;
26 E_b_tar1=987;
27 A_tar2=116;
28 Z_tar2=50;
29 E_b_tar2=989;
30 E_b_proj=160.644852; % MeV
31 z_proj=10;
32 a_proj=20;
33 E_b_ejec=151.370728; % MeV
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34 z_ejec=8;
35 a_ejec=20;
36
37 elseif strcmp( target_name,'76Se')==1
38
39 A_tar1=76;
40 Z_tar1=34;
41 E_b_tar1=662.0721;
42 A_tar2=76;
43 Z_tar2=32;
44 E_b_tar2=661.5981;
45 E_b_proj=139.807053; % MeV Total binding Energy
46 z_proj=8;
47 a_proj=18;
48 E_b_ejec=132.153488; % MeV
49 z_ejec=10;
50 a_ejec=18;
51
52 elseif strcmp( target_name,'76Ge')==1
53
54 A_tar1=76;
55 Z_tar1=32;
56 E_b_tar1=661.5981;
57 A_tar2=76;
58 Z_tar2=34;
59 E_b_tar2=662.0721;
60 E_b_proj=160.644852; % MeV
61 z_proj=10;
62 a_proj=20;
63 E_b_ejec=151.370728; % MeV
64 z_ejec=8;
65 a_ejec=20;
66
67 elseif strcmp( target_name,'130Te')==1
68
69 A_tar1=130;
70 Z_tar1=52;
71 E_b_tar1=1095.942505;
72 A_tar2=130;
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73 Z_tar2=54;
74 E_b_tar2=1096.906738;
75 E_b_proj=160.644852; % MeV
76 z_proj=10;
77 a_proj=20;
78 E_b_ejec=151.370728; % MeV
79 z_ejec=8;
80 a_ejec=20;
81
82 end
83
84
85 m_proj=z_proj*p_mass+(a_proj−z_proj)*n_mass−E_b_proj; % MeV
86 m_ejec=z_ejec*p_mass+(a_ejec−z_ejec)*n_mass−E_b_ejec;
87 m_tar1=Z_tar1*p_mass+(A_tar1−Z_tar1)*n_mass−E_b_tar1;
88 m_tar2=Z_tar2*p_mass+(A_tar2−Z_tar2)*n_mass−E_b_tar2;
89
90 end
Listing A.13: twobody.m calculates the energy of the ejectile after the DCE reaction.
1
2 %%%%%%%% two body kinematics DCE
3
4 function [E_ejec]=twobody(m_proj, m_ejec, m_tar1, m_tar2, theta,
E_proj)
5
6 p_proj=((E_proj+m_proj)^2−m_proj^2)^0.5;
7 E_i=(p_proj^2+m_proj^2)^0.5+m_tar1;
8 beta_i=p_proj/E_i;
9 d=(E_i^2+m_ejec^2−m_tar2^2−p_proj^2)/(2*E_i);
10 c=m_ejec^2−d^2;
11 a=1−beta_i^2*(cos(theta))^2;
12 b=d*beta_i*cos(theta);
13 discrim=b^2−a*c;
14 p_ejec=(b+(abs(discrim))^0.5)/a;
15 E_ejec=(p_ejec^2+m_ejec^2)^0.5−m_ejec;
16
17
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18 end
The energy of the reaction product is calculated in the function twobody.m.
Afterward, the new particle crosses the remaining portion of the target. Its
final energy is calculated as before the reaction (average energy loss + random
straggling value). If the substrate is present, the particle final energy will be
again the average energy loss plus a random number coming from the strag-
gling.
This procedure is repeated for each particle and the final energy distribution is
plotted in a histogram.
a.3 solution of the heat equation in the clamped region of
the numen target
Referring to figure 15 of Chapter 3, we shall study the temperature during the
heat transfer from the red part to the blue through the yellow region of one
side of the target, under the following hypotheses:
a) After an initial transient, the system reaches a thermodynamic steady state;
b) The internal conductivity coefficient is isotropic inside the target;
c) The temperatures of the heated (red) target ΘHot and of the cooled (blue)
regions ΘCold are constant and uniform. Also the light-blue corners are at
constant temperature ΘCold;
d) The side of each yellow region opposite to the one adjacent to the red region
is maintained at constant temperature, since the 2 cold frames are very close
to each other (nearly touching because s is of the order of ≈ 400 nm);
The equation that must be solved is:
∂2Θ
∂x2
+
∂2Θ
∂y2
+
∂2Θ
∂z2
= 0 (A.3.1)
The B.C. of the problem are listed in the above points a, b, c, d. It is
convenient to shift the temperature scale by an offset equal to ΘCold, i.e. to
search for the temperature T(x,y,z) defined as:
T(x, y, z) = Θ(x, y, z)−ΘCold (A.3.2)
which obviously satisfies the same Laplace equation:
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∂2T
∂x2
+
∂2T
∂y2
+
∂2T
∂z2
= 0 (A.3.3)
Figure A.3.1: something
Taking a reference system as in figure A.3.1, the B.C. become T = ΘHot −
ΘCold on the surface CBB’C’ and T = 0 on the other 5 surfaces, i.e.:
Θ(x = 0, y, z) = ΘCold → T(x = 0, y, z) = 0
Θ(x = w, y, z) = ΘHot → T(x = w, y, z) = ΘHot −ΘCold
(A.3.4a)
Θ(x, y = 0, z) = ΘCold → T(x, y = 0, z) = 0
Θ(x, y = h, z) = ΘHot → T(x, y = h, z) = 0
(A.3.4b)
Θ(x, y, z = 0) = ΘCold → T(x, y, z = 0) = 0
Θ(x, y, z = s) = ΘHot → T(x, y, z = s) = 0
(A.3.4c)
Let us search for a solution as a product of the type:
T(x, y, z) = X(x) ·Y(y) · Z(z) (A.3.5)
Inserting equation A.3.5 in equation A.3.3 one obtains:
1
X(x)
d2X(x)
dx2
+
1
Y(y)
d2Y(y)
dy2
+
1
Z(z)
d2Z(z)
dz2
= 0 (A.3.6)
To satisfy the above equation each term in (8) must be equal to a constant:
1
X(x)
d2X(x)
dx2
= α; (A.3.7a)
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1
Y(y)
d2Y(y)
dy2
= β; (A.3.7b)
1
Z(z)
d2Z(z)
dz2
= γ (A.3.7c)
with α+ β+ γ = 0. It must be remarked that at least one constant must be
negative and at least one must be positive. Each equation A.3.7 has solutions
depending on the positive or negative value of the constants:
α > 0→ X(x) = a · e−
√
α·x + b · e
√
α·x
α < 0→ X(x) = a · sin(√−α · x) + b · cos(√−α · x)
β > 0→ Y(y) = a · e−
√
β·y + b · e
√
β·y
β < 0→ Y(y) = a · sin(√−β · y) + b · cos(√−β · y)
γ > 0→ Z(z) = a · e−√γ·z + b · e√γ·z
γ < 0→ Z(z) = a · sin(√−γ · z) + b · cos(√−γ · z)
(A.3.8)
To choose which constants are positive or negative, it must be remarked
that the Boundary Conditions on x are asymmetric, while those ones on y
and z are symmetric. This suggests to use the exponential form (asymmetric)
for X(x) and the trigonometric form (symmetric) for Y(y) and Z(z). In fact,
applying the exponential function to Y(y) in A.3.8, the B.C. A.3.4b in y=0 and
y=h require:
X(x) ·Y(0) · Z(z) = X(x) ·Y(h) · Z(z) = 0→ Y(0) = Y(h) = 0 (A.3.9)
The last 2 equalities in A.3.9 imply: a = −b and a = −be−2
√
β·h, which are
inconsistent. Same speech applies for Z(z), therefore trigonometric solutions
are chosen for both Y(y) and Z(z):
Y(y) = a · sin(√−β · y) + b · cos(√−β · y)
Z(z) = c · sin(√−γ · z) + d · cos(√−γ · z) (A.3.10)
In order to satisfy the B.C. in y and z we must require that equation A.3.10
satisfies such B.C., obtaining:
Y(0) = 0 = a · sin(√−β · 0) + b · cos(√−β · 0)→ b = 0
Z(0) = 0 = c · sin(√−γ · 0) + d · cos(√−γ · 0)→ d = 0 (A.3.11)
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Therefore Y(y) and Z(z) are sin functions only. Moreover, the B.C. require:
Y(h) = 0 = a · sin(√−β · h)→ √−β · h = mpi → −βm = m2pi2h2
Z(s) = 0 = c · sin(√−γ · s)→ √−γ · s = npi → −γn = n
2pi2
s2
(A.3.12)
In A.3.14 m and n are integers (different from 0). Recalling that αmn =
−βm − γn = (m2h2 + n
2
s2 )pi
2 > 0 we can write:
X(x) = a · e−
√
αmn·x + b · e
√
αmn·x (A.3.13)
and, applying the first B.C. A.3.4a in x = 0, we get:
X(0) = 0 = a + b→ X(x) = b · (e
√
αmn·x − e−
√
αmn·x) (A.3.14)
Every function Tmn(x, y, z) = bmn · sin
(mpi
h y
) · sin (npis z) · (e√αmn·x− e−√αmn·x)
is a solution of A.3.3. The general solution is a linear combination:
T(x, y, z) =
∞
∑
m=1
n=1
bmn · sin
(mpi
h
y
)
· sin
(npi
s
z
)
· (e
√
αmn·x − e−
√
αmn·x) (A.3.15)
Remark: in principle, the range of the integer indexes is: −∞ < m, n < ∞.
Since the temperature cannot be negative for all x values, m and n cannot have
opposite sign. On the other hand, if their sign is the same, the terms of the
series A.3.16 with negative signs have the same values of the corresponding
positive ones (remember that the exponents contain only squared m and n).
Therefore the meaningful index domain is 1 ≤ m, n ≤ ∞. The coefficients bmn
are to be found from the B.C. Let us apply the second B.C. of A.3.4a on the
surface x = w for all y and z:
T(w, y, z) =
∞
∑
m=1
n=1
bmn · sin
(mpi
h
y
)
· sin
(npi
s
z
)
· (e
√
αmn·w − e−
√
αmn·w) = Thot
(A.3.16)
In order to obtain the values of the coefficients bmn we can integrate equa-
tion A.3.16 in dy and dz over the whole surface x = w, using the orthogonality
of the functions sin(mpih y) in the domain 0 ≤ y ≤ h and sin(npis z) in the do-
main 0 ≤ z ≤ s. Multiplying both members of equation A.3.16 by sin ( ppih y),
sin
( qpi
s z
)
and integrating in the domains 0 ≤ y ≤ h, 0 ≤ z ≤ s, we obtain:
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∞
∑
m=1
n=1
bmn · (e
√
αmn·w − e−
√
αmn·w)
∫ h
0
sin
( ppi
h
y
)
· sin
(mpi
h
y
)
dy ·
∫ s
0
sin
(qpi
s
z
)
· sin
(npi
s
z
)
dz =
= Thot
∫ h
0
sin
( ppi
h
y
)
dy ·
∫ s
0
sin
(qpi
s
z
)
dz→
→ bpq · (e
√
αpq·w − e−√αpq·w) · hs
4
= TH · hppi (1− (−1)
p) · s
qpi
(1− (−1)q)→
→ bpq = 16
(e
√
αpq·w − e−√αpq·w) · pqpi2 TH ≡
16TH
pi2
cpq
(A.3.17)
Where p, q = 1, 3, 5..., because the even numbers give zero in the 3rd line of
A.3.17. The temperature A.3.16 becomes:
T(x, y, z) =
16Thot
pi2
∞
∑
m,n=1,3,...
1
mn
sin
(mpi
h
y
)
sin
(npi
s
z
)
e
√
αmn(x−w) 1− e−2
√
αmnx
1− e−2√αmnw
(A.3.18)
with:
√
αmn =
√−βm − γn = pi√m2h2 + n2s2 > 0 (A.3.19)
and the temperature of the yellow region:
Θ(x, y, z) =ΘCold +
16Thot
pi2
∞
∑
m,n=1,3,...
1
mn
sin
(mpi
h
y
)
sin
(npi
s
z
)
e
√
αmn(x−w) 1− e−2
√
αmnx
1− e−2√αmnw
(A.3.20)
a.3.1 Discussion of the heat transfer through the boundaries
Formula of the temperature in equation A.3.20 satisfies the boundary condi-
tions A.3.4a, A.3.4b, A.3.4c. In fact:
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a) conditions A.3.4b and A.3.4c are satisfied because, for y = 0, y = h, z =
0, z = s, in equation in A.3.20 there is a sine function which goes to 0,
giving Θ(x, 0, z) = Θ(x, y, 0) = Θ(x, h, z) = Θ(x, y, s) = ΘCold;
b) for x = 0, the denominator of the fraction in equation A.3.20 goes to 0,
satisfying the first condition of A.3.4a;
c) for x = w, the fraction and the exponential are equal to 1 and the remaining
series gives the result:
∞
∑
m,n=1,3,...
1
mn
sin
(mpi
h
y
)
sin
(npi
s
z
)
=
=
∞
∑
m=1,3,...
1
m
sin
(mpi
h
y
) ∞
∑
n=1,3,...
1
n
sin
(npi
s
z
)
=
pi2
16
→ Θ(w, y, z) = ΘCold + TH = ΘHot
which satisfies the second condition of A.3.4a.
a.3.2 Discussion of the temperatures ΘCold and ΘHot
In order to determine these two parameters ΘCold and TH, we use a constraint
that relates the temperature in the parallelepiped and the heat produced in
the illuminated zone. Let us call dH1dt the heat passing in the unit time interval
through the surface BCB’C’ (i.e. the heat received from the parallelepiped
ABCDA’B’C’D’ per unit time), which satisfies the Fourier Law:
dH1
dt
= −k ·
∫ s
0
dz
∫ h
0
dy · ∂Θ(x, y, z)
∂x x=w
= −k ·
∫ s
0
dz
∫ h
0
dy · ∂T(x, y, z)
∂x x=w
(A.3.21)
The derivative in A.3.20 is given by:
∂T(x, y, z)
∂x
=
16TH
pi2
∞
∑
m=1,3...
n=1,3...
cmn · sin
(mpi
h
y
)
· sin
(npi
s
z
)
·√αmn · (e
√
αmn·x− e−
√
αmn·x)
(A.3.22)
After derivative, one has:
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dH1
dt
=− k · 16TH
pi2
∞
∑
m=1,3...
n=1,3...
cmn · √αmn · (e
√
αmn·w + e−
√
αmn·w)·
·
∫ h
0
sin
(mpi
h
y
)
dy ·
∫ s
0
sin
(npi
s
z
)
dz =
= −k · h · s16TH
pi2
∞
∑
m=1,3...
n=1,3...
√
αmn · cmn
mn
· e
√
αmn·w(1+ e−2
√
αmn·w) ≡
≡ −k · h · s16TH
pi2
∞
∑
m=1,3...
n=1,3...
Smn
(A.3.23)
The series element being: Smn ≡
√
αmn
m2n2 · 1+e
−2√αmn ·w
1−e−2√αmn ·w
Remark: the heat dH1dt is the heat flowing in the direction of the x-axis. Since
the temperature decrease is opposite to the x-orientation, the sign is negative,
in order to represent the heat flowing from higher to lower temperature. In
the case of the NUMEN target, the (positive) heat produced by the ion beam is
equal the absolute value dH1dt of the heat passing through the surface BCB’C’.
The heat dH1dt is given by the Bethe-Bloch formula.
a.3.3 Discussion of the solution T(x, y, z)
Equations A.3.18 and A.3.19 satisfy the Boundary Conditions, in fact:
a) in the cold walls y = z = 0, y = h and z = s the value T = 0 is given by the
sin functions, while the exponential part is always finished;
b) in the cold wall x = 0, the value T = 0 is given by the numerator of the
exponential fraction;
c) the heat received by the the parallelepiped ABCDA’B’C’D’ per unit time
through the wall BCB’C’ must be equal to the total heat per unit time
released through the other 5 surfaces ABCD, A’B’C’D’, AA’D’D, ABB’A’,
DCC’D’ (check is done below).
The exponents in A.3.17 are:
√
αpq · w =
√
pi2
(
w2
h2
· p2 + w
2
s2
· q2
)
= pi
w
s
q ·
√
1+
s2
h2
· p
2
q2
(A.3.24)
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